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Business Indicator Index
Up 1.9 Per Cent In June
WASHINGTON (AP) — The govern-
ment's index of leading business in-
dicators rose 1.9 per cent in June, pointing
to an improved economy in months ahead,
the Commerce Department said today. It
was the fourth consecutive month the in-
dicators have pointed to improvement.
The department also reported a record
trade surplus during the second quarter of
the year of $3.5 billion and a record surplus
in the first half of 1975 of nearly $5.5 billion.
Imports of petroleum and petroleum
products were reported down to an
average of just under 5.7 million barrels a
day u the second quarter of the year, corn-
__pged with an-average of slightly more
than 6.2 million barrels a day in the first
quarter. Cost of oil imports was listed at
$5.9 billion, down from $6.5 billion in the
first quarter.
The Commerce Department said eight of
the nine categories in its index of leading
indicators increased in June. This was led
by an improvement in total liquid assets of
financial institutions. Also increasing were
average work week, sales deliveries,
changes in prices of a select category of
goods, stock prices, the money supply, new
orders from business and building per-
mits.
The only indicator that fell was con-




The annual "Sidewalk Sale" throughout
theCity °Murray wiltbe-hekl this Friday
and Saturday, August 1 and 2, according to
James Johnson, executive secretary of the
Murray Chamber of Commerce.
Indications point to the largest sale in
history as merchants inventories have
been heavy throughout the summer. The
city-wide Sidewalk Sale is the time When
all merchants sell out their remaining
summer stock at ridiculously low prices to
make room for incoming fall merchandise.
The Murray Sidewalk Sale will run for
two days with downtown merchants
joining with all shopping centers to
provide a fun-filled, bargain-filled event.
A highlight of this year's Sidewalk Sale
will be a demolish ation of Western Square
Dancing on the south side of the square
Friday evening.
The square _dancing, sponsored by the
Murray Square-A-Nalders will be held
from 7 p. m. to 9 p. m. on a roped-off
portion of Maple Street.
The Sidewalk Sale is the biggest sales
event to be held in the county each year
andlhousands fill the streets and shopping




A local man charged with indecent
exposure and menacing was given a
suspended sentence in the county court of
Judge Robert 0. Miller Monday afternoon,
according to court records.
Billy Barnett, of Calloway County, was
given 45 days in jail, suspended on the
.-•onditions that he not be on the Murray
State University campus, or any
elementary or high school campus; or be
in any public gathering unless ac-
companied by a family member; that he
report to the local mental health center
once each week until the order is modified;
and that he be with family members or at
home at all hours except work hours. All
conditions are for a period of one year.
Barnett was charged in connection with
alleged incidents on the Murray State
University campus recently. He pleaded
guilty 'to the two charges at the hearing
Monday.
_Many  cities _havesidewalk sales but
Mun•ay is the only diffht this arenthat has
all shopping centers and downtown
merchants joining together to stage the
event. Most merchants report that even
though they lose money on items sold, it
gives them an outlet for surplus goods, and
they have fun selling them.
Veterans' Van
Scheduled To Be
Here On August 6
A red, white, and blue mobile van
manned by-Tele:fan iirVieeS and benefits
specialists is touring 1(entucky. The van
will be in Murray on August 6 at the
Central shopping Center, according to
Robert F. Welch, Louisville Veterans
Administration Regional Office Director.
The van will be open for business from 9:00
a. ni. to 3:30 p. m.
The Mobile Van Program seeks to
"bring the word to the people, in every
corner of every state." For information
and counseling in all areas of veterans'
benefits, veterans, widows, and dep-
endents are encouraged to visit the van. It
is a one-stop service to bring you im-
mediate information.
Cloudy and Warm
Partly cloudy and warm through Wed-
nesday, with the possibility of a few
isolated thundershowers today and
tonight, and a greater chance on Wed-
nesday. Highs today and Wednesday in the
upper 80s to low 90s. Lows tonight in the
upper 60s to low 70s.
Winds southerly, generally less than ten
miles per hour today.
The increase of 1.9 per cent in the in-
dicators put the index at 96.3 per cent of
the 1967 average of 100, the highest since
last October when it was 103.
The index had increased 2.2 per cent in
May and 3.4 per cent in April.
The Commerce Department recently
revised the indicators index to provide
what it feels is a more accurate measure of
business trends in the economy. But it is
also reporting the old index, and this
declined 1.4 per cent in June, the first drop
since it was replaced.
It is possible to make meaningful com-
parisons between the new index midi_
business indicators of past years since the
Commerce Department revised past in-
dices to reflect the new system of
economic measurement.
The Commerce Department report on
second quarter trade follows by a day its
report on Monday that the nation had a
trade surplus in June of $1.7 billion, which
was a record.
The quarterly trade report was on a
balance-of-payments basis, meaning it ex-
cludes military trade of U.S. defense agen-
cies and other adjustments that are in-
cluded in the monthly trade reports.
The ,Commerce Department said the
trade improvement resulted from a larger
reduction in imports than-in exports, with
imparts declining $3 billies; to a-total
billion wh4e exports declined $1.4 billion to
atotal of $25.8 billion.
It said the changes were due priniarily
to steep reductions in imports of petroleum
and other industrial supplies, and in ex-
ports of agricultural commodities, which






The Calloway County Fire-Rescue Unit
made two runs Monday to a mobile home
owned by Mary Rich, in Croppie Hollow,
according to department reports.
The fire was thought to be electrical in-
origin, and completely destroyed thee
trailer dwelling. Seven men and three
trucks answered the call.
The home of David H. Jones, on Shiloh
Road, was also destroyed by fire Saturday
afternoon at about 4:25. The dwelling was
engulfed in flames when the squad










Deaths & Funerals 16
Mrs. John Dale To Head
Cystic Fibrosis Campaign
Mrs. John Dale has been named Murray
chairman of the Breath of Life Campaign
to fight children's lung-damaging
diseases, according to Stanley H.
Senate Considering Bill
To Raise Pay Of Congress
WASHINGTON (AP) — It might not be
apparent from reading the title of the
measure, but the Senate is considering a
bill to increase the Salaries of Congress
and other top federal officials.
The bill is listed on the Senate's
legislative calendar as an act to amend
Title 39; United States Code, to apply to the
Postal Service certain provisions of law
providing for federal agency safety
programs and responsibilities and for oth-
er purposes.
In an unannounced action on Friday, the
Senate Post Office and Civil Service Com-
mittee added the pay raise section to a
House-passed bill to require the Postal
Service to comply with the Occupational
Safety and Health Act.
The new section would give salary In-
creases to Vice President Nelson A.
Rockefeller, Cabinet members, top-level
executive officials, federal judges,.  and
members of Congress-.
The amount of the increases would
depend on how much of a cost-of-living ad-
justment President Ford recommends- for
government employes in general. For
example, a 5 per cent increase would boast
the annual pay of a member of Congress,
from $42,500 to $44.625
The Senate opened debate on the bill
Monday night. The legislation was defen-
ded as simple justice and denounced as a
backdoor attempt to insulate Congress
from the effects of inflation.
Sen. Gqle W. McGee, D-Lyo., the Post
Office committee chaltman, said the
raises are needed to attract talented
people to government jobs. He said the
number of people involved represent only 1
per cent of the federal payroll.
Sen. Hiram Fong, R-Hawaii, the com-
mittee's ranking Republican, spoke of
"hardpressed federal officials in the upper
echelon" who he said have "suffered long
enough from congressional inaction."
Sen. James B. Allen, D-Ala., announced
he will offer an amendent to exclude mem-
bers of Congress from the pay increase
provision. If Congress members were ex-
cluded, "I think you will see enthusiasm_
for the bill greatly dampened," he said. 1
Allen and Sen. Harry F. Byrd, Ind-Va.,
complained that the pay raise was buried
in a bill having nothing to do with pay
raises, and Allen said members of
Congress traditionally have sought to
avoid a vote squarely on the issue of
whether their own salary should be raised.
Tichenor, president of the Mid-South
Chapter, Cystic Fibrosis Foundation.
Mrs. Dale wilt lead local volunteers in
raising funds to support research and care
programs for children affected by lung-
damaging diseases like Cystic' Fibrosis,
severe asthma, chronic bronchitis, and
bronchiectasis.
The Breath of Life Week will be August
17-24 with a door-to-door drive scheduled
during that week.
Approximately one of every. 1,500 babies
is born with Cystic Fibrosis, which is still
incurable. C-F is inherited when both
parents carry the recessive gene for C-F.
It is believed that one in twenty persons, or
a total of ten million Americans, is a
symptomless carrier of this gene. Current
research funded by the Cystic Fibrosis
Foundation is seeking a practical test to
identify these carriers, as well as a cure
for C-F anti better methods of treatment
for all lung-damaging diseases.
Because of improved treatment
developed through research, many C-F
patients are now living into their teens and
young adulthood. This same treatment is
also benefiting and often curing children
suffering from other lung-damaging
diseases.
"Most people don't realize that there are
millions of children in the U. S. affected by
lung-damaging disease," said Mrs. Dale.
"For some of these children breathing is a
struggle, rather than the natural function
we, who are lucky, take for granted."
The Breath of Life Campaign supports
not onlY research, but diagnosis and
treatment of children with lung-damaging
diseases in C-F Centers across the coun-
try. There are more than 110 of these
Centers, ;hieh also prOvide for
educational programs and research

















TENNIS COURTS INSPECTED—Local officials inspected the new tennis courts adjacent to Murray High School Monday
afternoon in anticipating of the courts being opened to the public later this week. left to right are Gary Hohman,farks ,











To Conclude Summer Term
corrunerremeitt enelvilek &t'-Murray
State university Friday, Aug. 1, at 2 p.m.
in Lovett Auditorium will mark the con-
clusion of the eight-week summer term on
the campus.
Gov. Julian Carroll, the first governor
from the Jackson Purchase in the history
of Kentucky, will return to his home area
to deliver the commencement address.
The McCracken County native will also
have an honorary Doctor of Humanities
degree conferred on him by the university.
Two-time former IA. Gov. Harry Lee
Watertield, a 1932 alumnus of Murray
State who is now a Frankfort insurance
executive, will introduce Carroll as the
speaker.
A total of 473 candidates for graduation
have filed applications for degrees in the
summer exercise1.164 for bachelor's, 296
for Master's, seven for specialist in college
teaching, and six for associate degrees.
They represent 27 states and four foreign
countries.
Degrees will be awarded by Dr. Con-
stantine W. Curris, university president.
The list of honor graduates in the
summer graduating class includes 28
names—four as Summa Cum Laude
overall standing of 3.8 or higher., or a
possible 4.001, seven as Magna Cum Laude
overall standing of 3.6 to 3.791, and 17 as
Cum Laude overall standing of 3.3 to
,
Vickie StiV Ilimbleton M Owensboro
Route 4 is the top graduate in the summer
clas3 with a 3.94 academic standing. Other
Summa Cum ',elide graduates are:
Cynthia L. Hartwell, Poplar Bluff, . Mo.,
3.90; Mary Anti Beshear, Dawson Springs,
3 RR: and .loan Marie Carrico, Mayfield
Route 2, 2.82.
Magna Cum Laude graduates are:
Cathy Linn Benton, Crystal City, Mo.;
Katie Sue Blalock, Murray; Gayle Elrod
Brewer, Benton Route 4; Susan Marie
Coursey, Hardin Route 1; Brenda Louise
Croft, Marion Route 9; Joyce Carole Mills,
Clinton Route 2; and Lester Hart Woody,
Louisville.
Curn Laude graduates are: Matthew
Roberts Boston, Mayfield"; Thomas K.
Bowers, Leah Fulton Hart, Margaret
Susan Herald, Debra L. Winslow, and Fay
,. Wray, all of Murray; Marion Patrice
Bradley, Memphis, Tenn.; John Earl
Brand and James A.' Brauner, both of
I kuisville.
Bonnie Lynn Davis, Mayfield Route 6;
Bruce Lloyd Eilert, Elizabethtown Route
6; Elizabeth Sherry Oliver Fletcher,
Princeton; -lames Bradford Forgy, Nash-
ville, Tenn.; Clara M. Ingram, Benton
Route 7; Cyndy Gayle Johnston, Paducah
Roufe 11 'Lee Ann Reed, Benton Route 3;
and Thomas M. Taylor, Fulton.
TVA To Pay Farmers For
Losses Due To Pollution
PADUCAli, Ky. (AP) -- An airplane
from the space administration was to com-
plete a two-day sweep today of farm areas
damaged by emissions from the Tennessee
Valley Authority's (TVA Shawnee Steam
Plant.
'Special photography anciscanning of the
area may be used in future research on
fighting pollution, said Dr. Herb Jones, a
TVA biologist.
Jones said the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration plane is being used
at the TVA's request. The material
gathered eventually could be used in
satellite work on pollution, he said.
The survey began Monday, the same day
a TVA official told farmers that they would
be repaid for crop damage caused recently
by sulfur dioxide, a gas emitk when coal
is burned at the generating plant. _
"We regret any inconaeotence we may
have caused you, and we share your con-
cern about your crops," Dr. T. L. Mon-
tgomery, chief of the TVA Air. Quality
Branch. told a meeting elf 30 to 40 farmers.
Montgomery said the TVA will repay
farmers for reductions in yield resulting..
from the plant' l emissions, with,interest.
Meanwhile, he said, the plant is burning
low-sulfur coal when air stagnation is
likely antris reducing the generating rate
when possible.
By November, Montgomery said, the
plant will have a system that will allow it
to detect emission problems in advdice
and reduce their impact.
A , Kentucky environmental officrai,
however, told a news conference Monday
that he doubts that TVA's plans will satisfy
state air-quality
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7)e Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR WEDNESDAY, JULY 30, 1975
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) TA
Dynamic thought and action
should be yours this day. Some
of your ideas will be con-
structive, others not feasible.
Choose well.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) 1:Si ?
If you have a problem to
solve, wait until early afternoon
when influences will be better
than in the a.m. You may have
to revise your first ideas.
( 
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21) 11:411.‘
"some unusual developments
in the making will affect you
pleasantly. Especially favored
now: travel, friendships and
romance.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) ee)
In both thought and action, be
careful not to overstep bounds
or underestimate your op-
ponents. Observing these ad-
monitions, you should have a
dandy day.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 444Z
Certain matters in which you
are interested need extra push
now. Get to them immediately.
And, in all, stress forethought,
accuracy, tact.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Take constructive action on a
project which you may have
had in mind for some time. With
good planning, yoo should be
on immediate needs and forget
past disappointments.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) )6VP
Admonitions for this day:
Avoid haste in all things,
especially in making decisions.
Look closely at all situations.
There may be values not seen at
a cursory glance.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) V
Step up activities to meet
competition that is working
overtime. The extra try will be
worth the effort.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Streamline wherever it will
accelerate progress, but don't
by-pass those "little" details
which can be SO important An
average day, awaiting YOUR
clever management.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) )(
Salute your day with the will
to do your best even if all cir-
cumstances are not to your
liking. You may profit more by
working with others than on
your own.
YOU BORN TODAY are
almost destined to reach top-
level attainment and can
become a leader in almost any
field you choose as a life work.
The Leoite is endowed with
great personal magnetism, a
brilliant wit, and is delightful,
buoyant company when he is at
his best. On the minus side,
however, he is inclined to be too
opinionated, obstinate and
domineering. You MUST learn
to conquer such tendencies lest
they ,pffset the many fine traits_ .able to: fitat-4:_tilef-PoW.  raw people.t8 youLIBRA v"*.e stinctively. You are unusually.1/..z(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) — progressive and often un-If you attertipt to gain your
way through unconventional
methods, it could cause discord.
Emphasize your reason, logic,
harmony.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) nt,e1V•
Your outlook and approach
tremendously important now.
,Day can be one of highly useful
performance if you concentrate
lp
conventional in your methods,
since you are likely to overturn
tradition and institute new
orders—which you will label
reforms. Fields in which you
could excel: business, jour-
nalism, sports, sculpture, the
law. Birthdate of Henry Ford,
auto magnate; Casey Stengel,
baseball manager; Paul Anita,
singer.





(Any Doy But Wednesday)
Our store uses the most
accurate piercing method
known. We use Surgical
Quality Stainless Steel
tuds, and there is very
little discomfort. You also
receive a FREE membership
in our Earring Club.
II Piercing Expertly Done
.y: Mrs. Eve Austin
There is no oge limit-but
parental or guardian
release is required under




, Murray, Ky _
ENUSTS IN MARINES
David Weisenfberger, son of
State Senator and Mrs. Richard
Weisenberger of Mayfield and
Frankfort, has enlisted in the U.
S. Marine Corps and is now in
training at Parris Island, S. C.
MINISTER INJURED
Rev. Wayne Todd of Nash-
ville, Tenn., interim minister of
First Baptist Church, Murray,
was injured in an automobile
accident on Friday morning and
is reported to have sustained a
cracked knee. He was
hospitalized at a Nashville
hospital for observation and
treatment.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Cutis Wedhorn of Alm° Route




Dismissed July 19 from the
Community Hospital, Mayfield
was Bonnie Dodge of Murray.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Sarah Elkins of Murray Route
Seven was dismissed ,July 19
. from the. Goraggibripopitak
MAYVIELD PATIENT
Danny Leslie of Kirksey
Route One was dismissed July 9
from the Community Hospital,
Miss Polly Eve Wise And
Victor 016zabal, Jr.,
Exchange Wedding Vows
Mr. and Mrs. Victor M. Olazabal, Jr.
Miss Polly Eve Wise,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
Robert Wise of Hardin, and
Victor Manuel Olazabal, Jr.,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Victor
Manuel Olazabal, Sr., were
united in marriage on Saturday, ,
Jul.12„at the Menuiri#113aji,Dat_
Church, Murray.
The double ring ceremony
was officiated by Bro. Jerrell
White.
The vows were exchanged
before the altar decorated with
spiral and arched candelabra,
accented with greenery and
bows. On each side stood white
columns with matching
bouquets of yellow roses and
yellow and white daisies and the
three-tiered unity can-
delabrum. The family pews
were distinguished by pew
markers adorned _ivith._yellow.
and white daisies and white
bows. Each church window was
decorated with ivy.
A program of nuptial music
was presented by Mrs. Thomas
Wilkins, organist, and Mrs.
Michael Miller, vocalist.
Bride's Dress
The bride, escorted by her
father, wore a white formal
gown of silk organza over
satapeau with Venise lace trim.
The fitted empire bodice was
accented with lace, a mandarin
neckline etched in lace,
shepherdess sleeves ending in
lace cuffs. The demi-bell skirt
had wide lace panels down the
front and hemline that fell into a
chapel train.
She wore a Juliet headpiece
complimented with pearls with
attached tiered veil of imported
silk illusion edged in lace. The
bride carried a bouquet of
yellow roses and daisies.
Mrs. John Carl Wise served
as matron of honor. Her floor
length gown was of yellow
flowered voile over yellow
taffeta. The a-line dress was
edged with white lace with bow
and streamers of yellow satin
ribbon. She carried a bouquet of
,,,yellow and white daisies.
The bridesmaids were Miss
.Diane Benson and Miss Marlene
Hughes. Their dresses and
bouquets were identical to that
of the honor attendant.
The groom chose Larry
Mayfield. Phillips as his best man. Joseph
Gary and Sheridan Taldott
served as groomsmen, and
Albert Zimmerman and Alan
Dietsch served as ushers.
For her daughter's wedding,
Mrs. Wise chose to wear a long
mint green dress with lace trim
and white- accessories.- • The
groom 's mother was attired in
a long blue dress with a jeweled
neckline and white accessories.
Both mothers wore corsages of
yellow roses and daisies.
Reception
Following ,the ceremony a
reception was held in the
fellowship hall of the church.
Serving were Mrs. William
Beyer, Mrs. Bruce Keyzer, and
Mrs. Ronald Fletcher.
The guest register was kept
by Miss Caroline McLemore.
Miss Lillian Olazabal assisted
with the lighting of the candles
and distributed the rice bags.
After the reception the couple
left for a wedding trip. They are
now residing in Murray where




The annual homecoming of
the Land Between the Lakes
will be held at Paris Landing
State Park on Sunday, August 3,
with a basket lunch to be served
at approximately 12:30 to one p.
m.
This includes everyone from
Land Between the Lakes
community (model, Blue
Springs, Nevils Creek, Tharpe,
Crockett's Creek, Bethelehem)
and all others who desire to
attend.
Cozy Futrell, Grady and
Nancy Watson, Robbie Pettit
Lupa, and Vernon Bailey are





sive tablecloths. Add the
finishing touch by ap-
pliqueing a flower cut from
leftover scraps on a corner
of a white napkin.

























(Reduced 50% to 75%
Alterations Extra
•
DEAR ABBY: You indicated that you were in favor of
the Equal Rights Amendment. I am amazed at you. Don't
you know that if it becomes law, there will no longer be
separate public restrooms for men and won.en? And the
men and women will not have separate quarters in college
dorms, prisons, schools, locker rooms and even public
hospitals? Do your homework!
AGAINST ERA IN ILLINOIS
Reader Says ERA's a
Right to No Privacy
By Abigail Van Turen
DEAR AGAINST: Do yours! In 1965, the Supreme
Court established the constitutional right to privacy. This
permits the separation of the sexes in all places involving
sleeping, disrobing and all other private functions.
DEAR ABBY: I have been teaching Sunday school for
five years. I teach first-grade children who are 6-years-old.
My problem is the pastor's son. This child pulls rank on
me at every turn I make. He lets me know that because he isthe pastor's son, I can't tell him what to do.
You can imagine what this does to me and the otherchildren. I get absolutely no cooperation from his parents.The father is merely an older replica of his son.
What can I do to remedy this situation? I am fond of myclass and love to teach, but I can't take much more verbal
abuse or the kicking this child dishes out. I've bent over
backwards to be nice to him but get nowhere.
MISTREATED
DEAR MIS: Discipline him as though be were the son of
Joe Blow. And if he doesn't shape up, tell- his parents to
keep the boy home, or YOU'LL stay home.
DEAR ABBY: About that bride who wanted to lock thedoors of the church five minutes before the ceremony: Most
cities and states have laws against locking the doors of
public buildings when people are assembled in them. The
reason is obvious. Sign me,
FIRE MARSHALL
DEArt  MARSHALL You are right, of course.
Now, why didn't I think of that?
DEAR ABBY: You gave good advice to the widow who
didn't know what to tell people when they asked how her
husband had died. (He committed suicide.)
I'd like to reinforce your view. Many years ago, when I
was the editor of a small newspaper, one of the town's
leading citizens, who was also an attorney and church
leader, made some bad investments. Shortly thereafter, he
killed himself.
His two daughters, who were my cherished friends, sent
their boyfriends to ask me to please leave out that their
father had committed suicide when his death was reportedin the paper. The competing newspaper agreed to omit it ifwe would.
I refused, saying, "If we omit it, the girls will be living a
Ile for the-rest of their 1ives7-14-we- print the truth, -it -4011-13e- -
forgotten in 24 hours.-
I published the truth and the family admitted afterwardthat I had done the right thing. They also bought 50newspapers.
EX-CITY EDITOR
ENeryone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, I..A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
For Abby's booklet. "How to Have a Lovely Wedding,"
send SI to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills,




Mr. and Mrs. Charles
(Buddy) Greer of Alma Route
One are the parents of a baby
boy, Chad Jason, weighing eight
pounds twelve ounces born on
Wednesday, June 25, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Their other children are Cary,
Terry, and Melissa Bogard. The
father is employed as a brick
mason.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Clint Greer of Alm° Route
One and Mr. and Mrs. Ronald
Lockhart of Murray Route
Seven. Great grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Greer
of Benton, Mr. and Mrs. Chester
Vied of Giltertsville, Mr. and
Mrs. Euel Lockhart of Murray,
and the late Mr. and Mrs. Er-
nest Underwood of Murray.
BESHEAR BOY
Mr. rind Mrs. Gary Beshear of
Des Moines, Iowa, are the
parents of a baby boy, Marc
Woodis, born Saturday, July 5.
The paternal grandmother is
Mrs. Lucy Runyon.
TAYLOR GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Taylor
of Sparta, Ill., announce the
birth of a baby girl, Jennifer
Lee, weighing seven pounds,
born on Thursday, July 10, at
the Sparta Community
Hospital.
They have another daughter,
Allison, age four. The father is a
teacher of industrial arts at
Sparta High School.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Peery of Murray
Route One and Mrs. Margaret
Taylor of Murray Route Seven.





Tuesday: 9:00-12:00 and 200 to 640
Only For
Auricals Therapity (Chinese EN heal* ior sleigh( WES*
Call for Appointment 753-9909
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No. 1 best seller.
11A1' _SI 11100 SIMON POlt 10111.11 MUM
Adult 2.50, Child 1.25 I NO PASSES
A Maximum of 200 Seats will be sold in advance
for each 7:15 Show. Buy up to 1 week in advance
at Capri 7:00 to 10:00 nitely. There will be 400











































































































































trailer, truck camper, motor
home, etc. All members are





look is coming up strong
for fall, with floor-length
-capes; hoods, blanket-sized
triangular shawls and se-
rapes to be worn over
coats




Murray TOPS Club will meet
at the Health Center at seven
p.rn
MSU Summer Theatre
-Twilight Cabaret" will be at
the old beach area of Kentucky
Dam at 8:30 p.m. with per-
formances Tuesday through
Sunday. In case of rain per-
formance will be cancelled.
Senior recital of James Ray
Jarrell, trumpet, Harrisburg,
Ill., will meet at the MSU
Farrell Recital Hall at 8:15 p.m.
Wednesday, July 30
Rizpah Clowns will meet at
Freed Cotham's, Chestnut
Street, at seven p.m.
Rangerettes, ages 8 to 15, will
leave the Municipal parking lot
at seven a.m. for Beech Bend
Park, Bowling Green, and
return at nine p.m.
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Macrame workshop will be
from one to four p.m. at Empire
Farm, Land Between the
Lakes.
Women of Oaks Country Club
will play bridge at 9:30 a. m.
with Ada Sue Roberts as
hostess.
Softball for senior citizens
will be at nine a. m. Bowling
will be at Corvette Lanes at 1:30
p. m.
Thursday, July 31
Murray Swim Team will end
the season with an Intersquad
competition at 4:30 p. m. and
trophy dinner at 5:30 p. m. at
the Murray Country Club.
Ellis Center will open at ten a.
m. for the Senior Citizens with
exercise at 1015 a. m., hand
work or visit with friends at
10:30 a. m., lunch at noon, and
Artex party at one p. m.
ime Pim minsni IMMO mums te.211..n.
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PAGE 3 THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER
E PERSONALS I
PADUCAH PATIENT
.Lucia.n G. .11fadlingtas . sr
Murray has been dismissed
from the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Thomas E. Williams of
Murray has been a patient at
the Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
PATIENT AT HOSPITAL
Mrs. James Fox of Dexter has
been dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.




The Fifth annual Luau will be
held by Lodge No. 2011 Loyal
Order of the Moose on Saturday,
August 2, at the lodge hall.
Prizes for the best dressed
and best hula will be given. The
dinner will be at 6:30 p. m.
followed by the dance with
music by Country Wild from
nine p. m. to one a. m.
The cost will be eight dollars
per couple for the dinner and
the dance.
Camping Club Plans Supper
The Twin Lakers Good Sam
Club will have a business
meeting and promotional
meeting on Friday, August 1, at
six p.m. at the large pavillion at
the Murray City Park.
This will be a cookout with
grilled hamburgers with the
dessert being furnished by the
club, according to Jimmy
Herndon, president. Mrs._
runmy Graham is secretary.
treasurer of the club.
The club is open to any in-
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William Mason Hospital
Nursing Alumni will meet at
Kenlake Hotel for a reunionthrough Sunday.
FrldaY, August I
Kentucky Society of the
Daughters of the American
Revolution will have its first
district meeting at the Murray
Woman's Club House with
registration to start at 8- 30 a.
m.
Twilight golf will be at
Murray Country Club at 5:45 p.
m.
Twin Lakers Good Sam Club
will have a hamburger supper
at the main pavillion at the
Murray City Park at six p. m.
All - members are urged to at-
tend and interested campers
are invited.
Nature's Rainhow,slide show
and discussion of wildflowers
and birds, will be at Center
Station Land Between the Lakes
at two p. m.
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Fast relief from nasal and sinus congestion
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Officers and committee chairmen of the Murray State University Women's Society have_meton thrft separate—otcAsions this summer to -Oa-social functions for the 1975-76 academic
year. Pictured, left to right, are Susie Malone, presidOnt, Treva Mathis, vice-president, Marge Ar-
mbruster, treasurer, and Dorothy Sheeks, secretary. Committee chairmen are Jean Bennett and
Dottie Jordan, social, Betty Hassell, decorations, Mary Jo Johnson, publicity, Judy Meuhleman,
membership, Hazel Cowin and Ruth Tunick telephone, and Bonnie Jones, coffees.
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For HOME and TRAVEL . . .
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The Murray Ledger & Times
Walter L. Apperson, publisher
Published By 
MURRAY NEWSPAPERS, Inc. 
R..Gene McCutcheon, editor
Editorials. and opinionated articles on this page are presumed for
the purpose of providing a Ism) for the tree exchange at differing
opinions. Letters to the editor in response to editonab and
opialoneted articles are encouraged.
The editors at this at1111011Wr strongly believe that to Ionaopinionated articles to oily thoae which parralle,1 the editonal
phdosophy of die sawerinlerlisouldbe a disservice to ow readers,
therefore we urge riders who 46 not agree with an editorial stand or
the ideas presented by an indhrideal writer in a column, to respond
with their feelings an the particular bone being discussed.
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Detroit is going out of the
convertible business—almost,
that is. Only Cadillac will continue
to produce a soft-top automobile,
putting convertibles out of reach
of all but Detroit's most affluent
customers.
For those raised in, an era when
to own a convertible was to have
the world by the tail, it's a sad,
sad thing. Loud were parental
warnings about the perils of
barreling down the road in a car
with no top, but young men
hearing the siren call of wind-
brown Mrls paid tharno mind. A
convertible was the ticket to in-
stant success in the mating game,
automatic status on campus, and
behind-the-hand whispers from
the envious or old.
Now, though, the market has  
changed, says Detroit. Air-
conditioning is the thing; being
baked by the sun and rumpled by
the breeze is out. They have the
sales figures to prove it.
Alas and alack, nevertheless. If
we survived the demise of the
rumble seat—a noble invention
for sure—we can make do without
the convertible, perhaps. But it's
a shame those who come of age
now will -neve-Bow what th4r—
missed.
-Corpus Christi (Tex.) Times
Pity The
Poor Primate
Speaking of silly ways in which
to waste the taxpayers' money,
_   Fokinclation,
'—"MASA, and the Office of Naval
Iresearch, have requested an
additional grant of $150,000 to
finish a study about monkeys.
Current clinical objective: to
determine why monkeys clinch
their jaws in moments of stress.
At a cost of $500,000. previous
studies have established, much to
the annoyance of our primate
friends, that thty don't like
electric shocks, (who does?).
Such tests have also establithed
thaj, drunken monkeys have
slower reflexes than sober
monkeys, (don't we
We don't know why this in-
formation is so essential to
science, but- the reason monkeys
clinch their -Aims could have
something to do with their in-
creased exposure to man.
Too much of man is enough to




The Rev. W. W. Finlator of
Raleigh is chairman of the
legislative committee of the N. C.
Civil Liberties Union. He is a man
of great personality and per-
suasion and of intense bleeding
heart.
He recently criticized bills
introduced in the General
Assembly to levy harsher
penaltiet- on persons coil-Acted oT
major crimes.
Mr. Finlator called the move
"ominous" and one born of
"frustration and outrage."
Garrott's Galley
How Would You Like To Have
A $112,000-A-Year Income?
By M. C. Garrott
"How would you like to make $112,000 a
year?" T. Waldrop asked me the other day
at the Rotary Club.
"I think I would like it," I answered,
taken aback by the question. "Frankly,
I've never thought much about it. You did
say 'in a year,' didn't you?"
"That's right," T. went on, "and if
present inflationary trends continue, that
will be the income of an average family in
the United States in the year 2000."
"I might have known it," I came back.
"If I'm still around in 2000, I'll be so ()ld
and retired I'll miss out on it. Sure sounds
good, though, but I'm sure there's a catch
to it."
"The biggest catch to it," T. went on, "is
that you may not be able to bank very
much of it, even if you did have that kind of
an income."
"Well,"_I said sadly,. "that wouldn't be
much of a change. I don't exactly carry it
to the bank in a wheelbarrow nowadays
like they tell me you do." -
"Now, don't you go believing all that
stuff they tell about me," he said with a big
grin. "But, seriously, by the turn. of the
century, so the money fellows tell us, in-
flation also will drive prices way up
yonder. Why an average home will cost
over 600,000. The average housewife will
be spending more than $300 per week for
groceries." He was wound up with all this
newly-acquired information.
. "Just 25 years ago, in 1950, an average-
home cost only $12,000," he continued,
plucking a wet leaf from my shoulder. "A
couple could send a son or daughter to
college for $1,000 a year and a hospital
room only cost $11 a day."
"Yeah," I replied, "and I can remember
paying a lot less. than $12,000 for the first
house Lever owned, or rather owned in
partnership with a bank. Too, I'll bet I
didn't spend $1,000 all four years I was at
Murray State. Tuition Was only $25 per
semester.-
++++++
T. still had more. "Today," he con-
tinued, "an average house costs over
$40,000, and it is costing folks $3,800 per
year to send a student to college!"
"$3,800!" I exclaimed, "Why, T., we're
going to have to clue you to what it costs
for a student to attend Murray State. It
doesn't cost anything like that!"
"Yeah, I know! I know!" he came back.
"I know it's a lot cheaper than that at
Murray State, but that's some kind of an
average figure they've come up with, that
$3,800. Anyway, if you get sick and have to
go to the hospital, a room is going to cost
you at least $75 a day! And that doesn't
include all the extras they tack on!"
-I can't argue with you on that," I an-
swered.
"I'm telling you now," he went on,
shaking his head, "if things don't change,
the money fellows say that 25 years from
now the average house is gonna cost
$622,000! Can you imagine that! They also
say that it will take $45,000 to get a kid
through one year of college, and do you
know what they say a hospital room will
cost?"
"No," I answered. "How much?"
"It's going to cost you $290 per day!" he
said, making his point with his forefinger
against the third button down on my rained
spotted shirt.
++++++
About that time, Tommy Brown walked
up and reminded me that if I wanted to see
"Walking Tall II" I had better get to the
picture show quick because it only had a
few more days to run. As he walked away,
-1'. went-ok --
"And that's another thing," he said.
"Today, the average fellow can go to the
movies and get away from all this in-
flationary stuff for a couple of hours for a
few bucks, but that's gonna change, too."
"How's that?" I asked.'
"Well, in the year 2000 you just might not
be able to go to the movies and get away
from it all, because by that time a movie
ticket will cost over $151"
"Would you pay $15 to go to a movie?" I
asked.
"Are you kidding?" he exclaimed. "I
don't even pay the three bucks they charge
now!"
He called for a "calm and
rational confrontation with
crime."
Just how long does the Rev.
Finlator expect North Carolinians
to take "a clam and rational
approach" to people who go
around throwing guns in the faces
of innocent citizens, blowing the
heads off grocery store operators,
bank tellers and anyone else who
might get in their way?
There is a time for public







(A Column for Readers Who Haven't Time to




(Calif. )...The Federal Task Force on
Inadvertent Modification of Stratosphere-
IMOS- has just released a report by the
professional group composed of
representatives from agencies involved
with scientific environmental and related
matters. Participants include, among
others, the Federal council for Science and
Technology, the Council on Environmental
Quality, the National Institute of En-
vironmental Health Sciences, and the
Environmental Protection Agency...
"As a cosponsor of H. R.4327, which
would mandate a year-long study of the
impact of aerosols on environmental
quality, I look upon the IMOS report as
being extremely valuable.. The United
States consumes a .billion pounds of
fluorocarbons a year. Indeed,
fluorocarbon production has been doubling
in this country every 6 years. A direct
impacC of this increasing usage, which
may be of "considerable significance" to
people's health, is the steady shrinking of
the ozone layer surrounding the Earth
since 1970...
"I would like to submit for the Record
two articles Which address this very
critical situatiOn..." (Excerpts follow):
What To Use •
Instead of Aerosols
(By Judy Heckman)
Plenty! Alternatives are right there on
the shelves. Often they're overwhelmed
and hidden by the vast array Of their
aerosol. packaged _counterparts.
Ovens: Try to avoid spills in the first
liana*
place. For ' wiping up spills use 1
tablespoon vinegar plus 1 quart water or
place 1'2 cup ammonia in a closed warm
oven. Leave overnight and wipe up the
grease in the morning.
Shave Lathers: Substitutes; squeeze
tubes, soap and mug.
Hair Care Products: Substitutes;
containers using mechanical spray
pumps; squeeze tubes; glass and plastic
bottles and jars.
Insecticides: Substitutes; containers
using mechanical spray pumps; ( flit guns)
paper or plastic chemical bug killers;





What other countries are concerned with
the shrinking ozone layer?
The U. S. Consumer Product Safety
Commission has rejected a petition which
asked for a ban on fluorocarbon
propellants in aerosol sprays. But at least
6 government agencies refuse to take "no"
for an answer. The fight continues.
Consumer Comment
Going Out Of Business Sales
By Ed W. Hancock,
Attorney General
In some states, consumers visit stores
that have had going out of business sales
lasting for years. Under Kentucky law, the
longest a merchant can hold a going out of
business sale is 90 days.
Those wishing to have such a sale must
obtain a license from the county court
clerk where the business is located. The
license is good for 30 days, but may be
renewed twice.
A copy of the application for a license
must be posted in a conspicuous place in
the sales area. Another must be attacffed
to the front door of the business. In the
application for license, the merchant must
list the time and dates of the going out of
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the sale and a detailed inventory of the
goods to be sold.
The inventory list is an important part of
an application. An unscrupulous merchant
could bring in shoddy merchandise and
sell it at high prices while leading con-
sumers to believe that it was regular
merchandise at bargain prices.
All advertising for going business sales
must state the final date of the sale and the
number of the license. When you see an
advertisement for a going out of business
sale, check the ad for the license number
and final sale date. If you go to the sale,
look for a copy of the license application on
the door and in a conspicuous place in the
sales area. Check to see if there is an in-
ventory listing. If this procedure is not
followed, or if you find merchandise on
sale which is not included on the inventory
list, contact the Attorney General's
Division of Consumer Protection.
As in any sale situation, examine all
merchandise carefully. You usually can't
return sale merchandise and with a going
out of business sale, there won't be anyone
there to refund your money.
If you have a complaint, write to: At-
torney General's Division of Consumer
Protection, The Capitol, Room 34, Frank-
fort, Ky. 40601. Kentucky consumers may






Americans fed up with rising taxes have
rejected proposed school budgets at a
record rate this year, defeating spending
plans requiring increased levies on proper-
ty and other items.
An Associated Press spot check showed
the mood of discontent seemed strongest
on the East and West Coasts, although
there were signs of rebellion elsewhere.
New York State officials said 622 school
district budgets were submitted to voters
during May and June. They said a record
155 or 23.4 per cent were rejected. The
previous high rate of defeat was in 1969
when just under 20 per cent of the budgets
were rejected.
The biggest setbacks came in suburban
areas where property taxes already are.
ine -oUthe proposed tai increases
ranged up to 20 per cent, with local
authorities claiming they needed the
money because state aid to education is
not keeping pace with inflation.
The trade publication, the Nation's
Schools & Colleges, estimated recently
that it cost almost $1,170 to educate the
average ,public school student in the
academic year that ended last month.
That was 14.4 per cent higher than a year
earlier and school officials say next year's
costs are rising even faster.
The biggest expense for most districts —
ranging up to 80 per cent in some areas —
is salaries, with fuel costs running second
on the list of problems.. .--- Local Mies on real estate and personal
property provide the largest chunk of
school funding in many areas and the voter
rejections of levy increases have forced
authorities to reshuffle budgets and cut
spending to keep within existing revenues.
Maynard Mathison, a spokesman for the
Superintendent of public instruction in the
state of Washington, said about 2,000
'teachers are losing their jobs as a result of
the cutbacks.
Washington officials said voters in 67 of
the 275 school districts that had elections
this spring turned down spending
'1.-proposals, for a rejection rate of 24 per
. cent. In contrast, only 9 per cent of the tax
Today In History
By The Ism. ivied Pre,s
Today is Tuesday, July 29, the 210th day
of 1975. There are 155 days left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1959, Hawaii voted for the
first time as a state and elected the first
Orientals to be seated in the US. Congress.
On this date:
In 1030, the patron saint of Norway, King
Olaf, was killed in battle.
In 1890, the Dutch painter, Vincent van
Gogh, died after shooting himself.
In 1914, a conversation between New
York and San Francisco marked the begin-
ning of transcontinental telephone service.
In 1937, 18-year-old Crown Prince
Farouk was invested as king of Egypt.
In 1945, U.S. B29 bombers dropped 3,500
tons of fire bombs on six Japanese cities
during World War Two.
In 1967, fire aboard the U.S. Aircraft
Carrier Forrestal off North Vietnam took
134 lives.
Ten years ago: The Johnson Ad-
ministration, which was stepping up the
American role in Vietnam, disclosed plans
to increase U.S. military forces by about
330,000 men.
Five years ago: A crippling two-week
dock strike in Britain was called off.
One year ago: Episcopal church law was
defied as eleven women were ordained
priests in Philadelphia.
Today's birthdays: Writer Owen Lat-
timore is 75. Dancer and choreographer
Paul Taylor is 45.
Thought for today: Every human heart
is human — Henry Wadsworth Longfellow,
American poet, 1807-1882.
plans submitted to the voters last year
were defeated.
The turndowns — including one in Seat-
tle where voters rejected the proposed
budget in two separate elections — affect-
ed about 300,000 of the state's 750,000
pupils. Only $205 million or 53 per cent of
the $390 million requested was approved.
The same districts requested about $319
million last year and got all but $20 million.
Bible Thought
Train up a child in the way he
should go; and when he is old, he
will depart from it. Proverbs 22:6.
Education and planting are
much alike: the work and effort
go long before you see the results.
Isn't It The Truth
Of all sounds, chatter can be the most
disturbing; like the sounds that come from
the Senate, the House, members of the
president's cabinet, the bureaus and the
Public Information Officers — which last
is to say, the leakers and apologists of
government known generally as flacks and




A fellow who just got back from
Manhanttan reports he saw two squirrels
gathering nuts in Central Park. One
worked while the other was on the lookout
for muggers.
Plgeins have been forbidden to perch on
roofs or to fly for more than 3402 hours per
day under new rules suggested by Amber
Valley District Council Officials in Der-
byshire. (Yorkshire, England, Press)
10 Years Ago
Evangelists for revivals In the area are
Rev. Cecil Burnette for Mt. Pleasant
Cumberland Presbyterian Church, Rev.
George Archer for Goshen Methodist
Church, Rev. Gerald Owen for Sugar
Creek Baptist Church, and Rev. W. T.
Barnes for Kirksey Methodist Church.
Deaths reported are Doris Futrell and
Frank Barnes.
The Oaks Club Swim Team defeated the
South Highland Club of Mayfield at a meet
held at the Oaks Club Pool.
Marriages reported include Miss
Martha Perkins to Terry Farrison July 17--
and Miss Carolyn Murdock to Michael
Manning on July 14.
Miss Janice Clopton of Atlanta, Ga., was
the weekend guest of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Gatlin Clopton.
20 Years Ago
Miss Fidelia Austin, honor graduate of
Murray High School, has been awarded
the scholarship of $100 given by the Home
Economics Club of Murray State College
W. A. Hamilton, age 71, died July 27 at
his home on Hazel Route Three.
Pfc. Joe R. Dyer recently attended the
Armed Forces Far East and Eighth Army
Football Coaches Clinic at Yokohama,
Japan.
Earths reported include a boy, Joseph
David, to Mr. and Mrs. John Resig on July
21.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Shirley and
children, Tommy, Patsy, and Donna, have
returned from a motor trip to Florida.
Let s Stay Well 
Helping The Mentally Retarded
Mental retardation is a com-
mon handicap, and public at-
titudes toward it are showing
wholesome improvement.
The incidence of mental retar-
dation in the general population
is about 3 per cent, giving a na-
tional total of approximately 6.5
Million persons. ,About 10 per
cent of these are severely
retarded and 'require life-long
care on a regular ha.zis For-
tunately, the remaining 90 per
cent are educable to variable
degrees, and many can be
trained to become gainfully
employed and self-sustaining.
During the last several
decades, the public has shown a
dramatic change in concern
toward the retarded. They were
formerly shunned and isolated,
and their care was limited and
-giVeninadiateTicilities.Tiften
the mildly retarded cared for
By F.J.L. Blassingame, M.D.
those severely impaired.
The civil nghts of the mentally
retarded have become more
widely recognized. Public funds
at the national and state levels
have increased. Trained person-
nal have multiplied. More of the
public school systems are
developing training progarams
for these special students.
Thotisancis of mentally handi-
capped have learned to care for
themselves and to perform work
that more than justifies their
employment. Amy have moved
out of an isolated life to sheltered
community living, often in
homes with their peers.
Training is moving toward the
needs of .a particular individual
rather than attempting to fit the
retarded person into a category
tirbe fiandlecron a group Basis.
Not only has the value of the
lives of the handicapped in-
dividuals been elevated, but also
the cost of their care has been
reduced, with many becoming
productive citizens. It is hearten-
ing to see this constructive, com-
passionate attitude toward the
mentally retarded becoming a
reality.
Q: Mrs E.T. asks about persis-
tent swelling in her arm after
radical breast surgery and won-
ders whether the swelling might
be related to a recurrence of the
cancer.
•
A: In such surgery, the lymph
nodes in the armpit are
removed, and their removal
results in some degree of
-.obstruction to a return of the
lyruptarom the_arm_often_pro-
ducing swelling and tingling in
the affected limb. New lymph
BLASINGAME
channels gradually open up
Such edema does not necessarily
signal a recurrence of your
tumor.
Be sure to have regular follow-
up examinations. You should
consult the local branch of the
American Cancer Society and
ask for information on "Reach to
Recovery.- It could prove
helpful to you.
Q: Mr. B.E. asks if artificial
teeth that can be anchored in the
jawbone are available. \
A: NO such artificial iniplants
are available in humans, Experi-
ments in dogs and baboons have
been successful, using titanium
fibers to fix tIW artificial teeth to
the jawbone. Research work is















































































































HIGDON'S 3RD ANNIVERSARY SALE
IF YOU HAVEN'T BOUGHT YET, IT STILL ISN'T TOO LATE. WE NAVE A STORE FULL OF TOP QUALITY HOME FURNISHINGS. .
ALL SALE PRICED.. . DURING OUR 3RD ANNIVERSARY SALE! HURRY ON OUT. . . NOW! REMEMBER THIS IS THE FINAL
WEEK! SALE POSITIVELY ENDS AT 5 P.M., SAT., AUG. 2ND!
"Special Note" - Just received a trailer load of American Drew Bedroom and Ming Room Furniture and a trailer load of Broyhill Sofas, Chairs and End Tables
BEDROOMS
AMERICAN DREW
Cherry, Triple Dresser, Mirror, Chest
on Chest, Yoke Headboard. All Wood $ 
00Retail Value $998.00
SUMMERHOUR
Dresser:34irror, Chest and Bed
Pine Finish






Full line of-76 Zeniths.. .
00 NOW IN STOCK!
YES! WE DO HAVE OUR OWN SERVICE DEPARTMENT!
STANLEY
Oak, King Triple Dresser, Twin Mirrors,









Oak, Triple Dresser, Mirror, Chest
$110800and Headboard. All Wood
Retail Value $749.00 Now 9,40
...........AmimwM111111111=111111
CAMPBELL
CAMPBELL I F11114 11 YR GUARANTEE MATTRESS & BOX SPRINGS
CAMPBELL, SUPER FIRM, RELAX-O-PEDIC DELUXE
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Pine, Double Pedestal Table, 6 Ladder Back
Chairs. Hutch Available
Retail Value $789.00 NOW'498
LIVING ROOMS
JAM ISON
Sleeper Sofa. Traditional Green & White $
Herculon Cover. Slightly Damaged
Retail Value $498.00 NOW
JAM ISON
Love Seat Sleeper Trad4ional Green $
Plaid +ierculon Cover.
Retail Value $398.00 NOW
•
BURLINGTON HOUSE
Sofas (2) Gold and Rust Print.
Traditional Loose Cushipns





Retail Value $498.00 NOW 248
$02A800Yellow Print
STANLEY
Oak, Double Pedestal Table,6Cane Back






Retail Value $448.00 Now$288°°
BROYHILL
Table and6Chairs. Fruitwood Finish _. _ 
min
(SlIghtry damaged) 00PLAiraRetail Value $488.00 $288 vNOW and
BROYHILL.
Table and4Chairs, Pecan Finish 











Pedestal Table,6Cane Back Chairs With fAh4 SUPER SAVINGS
AMERICAN DREW












- 8 AM - 8 PM
Gonzales (center). Mrs. Ray Brown-
field, owner (left), is a guidance
counselor in the Murray School





1-6 - Sun. ,
Polyester-Double Knit
Material
60" Wide - Solids & Fancies
'
$197
Reg. 2.44 to 2.97
Prices Good Tgru Saturday
Introducing. . . Ola Mae Roberts and
Doris Rowland
Ole Moo Roberts of Murray Rests her Ms bow with the book fee two veers
and is evaployed in the proof department. ass Is. grodeate of Calloway Coenty
Ni gli School sod is tbe MOW of fAr. and Mrs. Ws Roberts. Miss bberts ii it
active amber of tie Gerry Corner Baptist Clourcb servile, as tender is both
%edgy Scheel sod Training WM sad active in ether Oases of chord with. Sito
Ii • meenber of Ike World Moods* Ovb of interentimai Meow Merrily asep-
tic of National Secretaries' Asseciatim, and the Meirey Business end
Professional Weasea's Oil, bevies served is treasurer of the letter club.
Deals Ilmiesed of MO Irian Street, Mewnry, Ws Isom with tbe beak for three
yews ht the Ceatemer Releases Deportteeet Wean cs-ortHeetor of aseatio
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and Times for Details.
Shop all Bel-Air Merchants
for amazing summer values









The day was made
forJantzen 100s.
lantrre has !ha ,soliday I:lok your
costume; wants That's the. 'oc I. of
at Issues turts and long --rvn pint
Art shrets All car-vying ti-it mites




The Store For Mtn
• errer Avilaraeired Ileterry f.0)0 Deelay
Shopping Center


















We have great steaks for grilling.
Don't forget our 100 per cent pure











front drop in bobbon,
glade•Orl Clri • ill( CA%
SAVE $20 ON A SINGER • ZIG-ZAG MACHINE $9950
Carry tog caw cabonet o.rr, Model 252242
Free Sewing Gilts to all to Celebrate the Singer 124th Birthday and the NatIon s 200th'
Visit Our Sidewalk Sale



















Special Sq. Yd $159
Special Sq. Yd- $259
1 Roll Candy Stripe Reg. $3.99 -
Artificial Grass Special Sq. yci S2"
Discount
Carpet Center
S. 4th St. 753-6660
Brownfields is a new women's ap-
parel shop designed to fit the par-
ticular needs of women-young and
older-in fashion conscious Murray. It
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Brownfield 's
markets regularly and bring you the
popular styles of the day at popular
prices.
Brownfield's, located in the Bel-Air
Shopping Center is managed by Ruth
Here's Judy McChristian
in Beni/low:if California
Skies  111.19 hit Ter








































One Rack $1 0.00
Odd Sizes $8.00
Jeffrey's



















West Side Court Square
RENT OUR RINSE N VAC—the new
portable, easy-to-uss hot water
extraction carpet cleaning machine
that gently . . •
• rinses carpet fibers with hot
water and cleaning solution
• loosens and lifts all dirt,
















The Specialty Shop located on the
Court Square is owned by Glenda
Overbey and Judy Mastera. The store
opened two years ago on 4th St. and
in April this year they moved to their
present location.
The Specialty Shop features mater-
nity clothes, uniforms, accessories
and jewelry. They carry a complete
line of uniforms for all professions in
Take the Work out of figurework
Use the Remington adding machine for fast, accuratefiguring. Automatic credit balance, compact, lightweight.rugged construction for years of trouble-free use. This elec-tric adding machine is tailored to meet the needs of theeconomy-minded buyer.. Call us. Well demonstrate.We Service what we sett.




115 South 4th Phone 753-143
Full line Remington office machine deeer for this area.
753-3621
career apparel.
Go to the Specialty Shop and see












Pint 11/2 Pint Quart
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10 Cu. Ft. Chest Freezer... 394
15 Cu. Ft. Chest Freezer.... 4°9k
20 Cu. Ft. Chest Freezer... 459k





II SUBIC FOOT REFREGERATOR
e space saver
• JUST 24 INCHES WIDE
• SAVES INSTALLATION SPACE
• SAVES STORAGE SPACE
With full width freezer, separate meat drawer, two
large crisper drawers. tour rust-proof chromed
shelves A storage door with three bottle shelves
cheese and butter compartments. egg rack for a
dozen. Other features include: Temperature select&
with 9 settings: recessed door handle. 5-year war
ranty on sealed compressor: and magnetic door
gasket for positive closing. $179"
Court
Square Ward—Elkins Phone753-1713
*Also available in White, Coppertone, Avacodo
and Harvest 4
-Special Sale!
4-Drawer Files 11 only-Reg $91 N '699'
Full Size Office Desk Fine guality fan or (No,
Only 9 in Stocit Reg $33600 S185'
Sea our ether office furniture closeouts
OFHCE PRODUCTS, IN( .
314 East Main Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
Phone 751-0123'
Ryan's Shoes, on the Court Square
in downtown Murray, has operated in
the same location for over 25 years.
The home-owned shoe store is
owned and operated by Mcwrice Ryon
and features top brand shoes for




Under Fedefarlasi, no payments
can be made to you before you reach
age 591/2, unless you become per-
manently disabled. If your death
should occur sooner, funds in your
account will be paid to your named
beneficiary. You must begin to
receive payments from your ac-
count by the time you reach age
701/2.
To actually receive the funds, you
simply notify us of the date you wish
payments to begin. We will supply
you with the appropriate forms,
upon which you can elect to receive
either a lump-sum or perodic an-
nuity payments.




Men's shoes featured include Por-
tage, Winthrop, Bristol and Dexter.
Brand names featured for women are
Bass, Hush Puppies, Audition, Miller,
Florsheim, Joyce and Dexter.
For children, Ryan's features Jum-
ping Jacks, Pocos and Hush Puppies.
Boy's Dept. -
New-Fail merchandise is arririm.4
daily in our Boys' Departmeni
Jeans, Leisure Suits
Leisure Shirts, Western Shirts
Pre-washed Denim Shirts
Huskies-Slims-Regulars






Ryans also features shoes by Dr.
Scholl's, baby shoes, orthopedic
shoes and top line accessories.
Visit Ryan's this week and receive
the "Best Fit, Quality, Latest Fashion
Shoes for the Whole Family.
Want a New Look
For Your Home . .












Save from one-third to two-thirds during the final
clearance of the season of fashionable summer
merchandise. Save on shoes, foundations.
loungewear, jewelry, sportswear, dresses, pan-
tsuits, long dresses, handbags and much, much




















































Super size saves energy.
249WASItliJIRIC 7 SiP es
•
88 *
Om 20 I h ur salter has 4 spud rt‘tur,
tomp curnbo• iuttrut• 14,•t.r Pa uttr rut
Blomeh N4,n/2 dumen•••• ‘011P
p.i,,H1 Hon. 1144(0'nrf.dry., ••141 /13. •MH new••••~1•••
SATISFIED CUSTOMERS SHOP W ARDS EATALOGS
TO SAVE TIME, MONEY, [MERCY — WHY NOir TRYTT7
Cohn SS 00 earl
18889",`,VVREt.
See us!
• tAr . hat t wettings WrInkle
nut t nrctutles •rynnkling holeanat••
•nd tatutut vt Itt. End of-curie 43.n• I
I SERVICE 4IIATIONWIDE 




"Soots &Shoes For Every Activity Under The Sun"
Olympic Plaza 753-9W
gismos Owe. 9-9 Weekdays It•Poir WEIL
14 Sunday
Sale Said Sale
75% Liquidation Sale is going on now at Vernon's. We
aro going to remodel ow store to better serve ion, our
COMM
Most merchandise at V2 off.
Much at less thou Vs price.
, Nothing at regviar price.
Prizes will be Given Away...
4501" Bedroom Suite
400® Saddle Tappan Range
Plus 7 Other Prizes
Boot 6 Shoe Depazimeat
Western ii........en floe Iltepair_Department ,










- In green, rust & browm
plaid.
We have the Blouses






Slacks Values to $18.95 $500
une Group
Blouses
Other Tops & Shells $300
Clothes Closet
Southside Shopping Center
The Special Occasion, Ltd.
The Special Occasion, Ltd. is owned
by Dr. Betty J. Hinton who has been a
resident in Murray for the last 13
years. Special Occasion opened on
September 15, 1974.
The Special Occasion features
exquisite and unusual gifts for all oc-
casion. They not only carry gifts for
women by also gifts for men.
In addition to this they have a com-
plete card line.
Special Occasion will do your per-
sonalized stationery because they
have a complete printing service for
paper products. They specialize in in-
vitations and announcements for
wedding, showers, births, parties,
etc. They have a bridal consultant to
work with the "bride to be" in
choosing her invitations and other
bridal needs.
The store carries an exclusive line
Located
6 miles W. of
Stadium
on Hwy. 121
Enjoy the warm hospitality







The Lamplighter is proud to have
been
a part of Murray's Red Carpet
Promotion.
It has been fun and we would like to
thank the advertising staff of the
Murray Ledger and Times
for their sincere and professional
help.
A big thanks to all of
Calloway County
for their warm response to the
Lamplighter
We hope to continue to serve.
Bettyvand Bill -




of handcrafted jewelry specializing in
turquoise, jade and silver. "We are
happy to carry Miss Clara Eagle's
complete line of jewelry," said Dr.
Hinton.
Special occasion also features in-
terior pieces for your home.
Come out to Special Occasion on
the 121 Bypass and see why they

































Several other models at similar savings.
Freezers











































270 Cal.-243 cal. 30-06 cal. $1 74"
1100-Auto V.R. $1895°
870-Pump 23/1" V.R. $14450
870-Pump 3" Mag. V.R. $1 645°
Many-4)therGuns In Stock
At Great Savings
MURRAY HOME & AUTO STORE




Slimmer Clearnace begins Wednesday




Many items will go at a
low, low Price.
If you haven't shopped our
store, it might be surprising to
know what all we have
"WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL"
Lots of Specials for
the Sidewalk Sale!
TV Service Center
Central Shopping Center-Phone 753-5865
TROPHI
•








"The Wild Raspberry" and
Jewelart opened in Murray in 1972.
These two unconventional shops were
the first shops in Murray to
specialize in the do-it-yourself hob-
bies and crafts, and still remains a
good supply source. They are located
next door to one another in the Olym-
pic Plaza Shopping Center.
Joe and Bonnie Raspberry of
Illinois, formerly of Murray, con-
ceived the idea for these shops from
their hobbies. What started as
relaxation has turned into a full time
business.
Because of their busy schedules,
their sister-in-law Lois Raspberry of
Hazel manages both shops and
teaches all the craft classes.
753-8844
You've Heard the Saying
Time Is Money
Spend Some Time at
•
NTERIORS




"Just What I Wanted"
Purchase at
Shoppers browse thru the "Wild
Raspberry" getting ideas from ar-
tists and craftsmen from several
states that have hand-crafted items
displayed. Here they are able to get
the supplies needed to make these
gifts plus a complete line of all sup-
plies.
Classes are conducted free of
charge in any type craft so a person
can learn to make these items.
Demonstrations are held on the new
products to enable one to become
familier with how to use them correc-
tly. Lois also has gone to various
schools to conduct workshops for
their art, home economics, and ex-
ploratory classes. These classes are
free to the schools.
-Every Monday
Special
1/4 Box of Chicken
Arl it,
Wrender-Fresh Fryers, All Excess Fat
Removed
Irrwo Delicious Pieces Of Chicken
NFried For crispness In Pure Cooking Oil
alSpecial Marinating Process For Extra Flavor
sIncludes French Fries, Creamy Cole Slaw, -






One of the most enjoyable of the
do-it-yourself-hobbies is jewelry-
making. Customers ore able to wan-
der about Jewelart choosing findings
and supplies to suit their particular
needs and taste. Over 8,000 items
are stocked in all shapes, sizes and
types, and range from dime-a-dozen
upwards. Here you are able to find
the largest selection of unusual im-
ported beads in the Mid South.
Turquoise and silver is the hottest
fad in jewelry at the present time and
jewelart has nuggets and silver in all
sizes enabling you to design your own
and saves you 90 per cent. You can


















P. N. IHIIRSCH & CO.
Mon $at
Olympic Mato Hwy 641 N. Son
930 9 
1 6753-9779
Sensational Selection of Styles,
All of Care-free Fabrics for
Great Looks and Long-wear . .












GE Ni Etlici•asy, 7,000 BTU
with Poorer Saver Feature






GE 15,000 $TU SoperUinest.







05 2•Spold, 754 Asap 5,000 STU
Air C.awidltiwwwr
• Elegy laseallabom












Simple, Easy Finance Terms at Bank Rates
Murray Appliance Co.
212 E M? n Owners: Howard Coy S. John 'Simmons Phone 753 1586




has new shipment needlepoint chair
seats, and matching backs, eyeglass
holders and checkbook holders.
Pictures Bell Pulls
Purses Bargello Kits
Canvas by inch or yard
lots L lots of Stichery Kits
What a treat to the people in the
Murray area! Jewelry findings of
all kinds within your reach! Make
your own jewelry and save 90%.
Need gifts? You never know how
creative you can be. Come on
out to
littieWe ert 753-7701




























30$ N. 41ii St.
Murray, Ky. 7$3-5602
Passing Mom in height. That's a tall mo-ment in your boy's life: Naturally, he'll takemuch of the credit. But you know the careand attention he got during infant years wereessential.
The story of American agriculture andProduction Credit Association is similar.Sound credit service has played a big rolein helping both farmer and rancher gain theirpresent business stature.
And we're ready right
now to help you with most
broad-shouldered tasks your
future plans may include.







Everyone for a successful
6 Months and for the






Free Prizes (register) & Balloons
Fall Healthtex on Display


















"The Business man's Choice for Fine Printing"
'102 N. 4th St. —733-5397
Here's how to get more
production for your money
615-115
COMBINES
These Internationale 615-715 Combines give
you the big V-8 and diesel power you need for
roughest going Rear-mounted engines allow
maximum grain weight over drive wheels.
• Deep-ledge platforms give better feeding
in all crops Exclusive fin and wire racks have
50% more open space to let you operate at
faster ground speeds and still save 9rain.
• Quick-Attach platforms and corn heads. Full-
-- -width thresning--trom—Wtt21o'1 8-1/2-ft—
• Variable speed cylinder and fan drives .
fast adjust concaves.
II Check over a 615 Of 715 end see for
IN yourself why they call them ' best buy''s combines.
See Our Display at the
Murray Calloway County Fair
Purchase Equipment Co.














East Main & Industrial Rd.
753-7111
Under New Ownership and New Management
Max Keel, Manager
The Step Ladder
The Step Ladder formerly called
Mother Goose is located in Bel Air
Shopping Center and is owned by
Charlie and Gayle Adams. Under the
name of Mother Goose, the store was
in operation for five years. The
Adams took over in Janaury of this
year.
The Step Ladder features children's
clothes from infant through teen. For
the girls, Step Ladder features such
name brands as Martha Miniature in
sizes 3-7; Les Girls, Kingston, and
Playmore by White Stag in sizes 7-14;
and Pandora for the pre-teens.
For the boys, Step Ladder features
such name brands as leans by Mann,
Elder and Farah, shirts by Tom
Sawyer and Morty-Ables, and coats
by Lobel. In addtion to this, the Step
Ladder is the only store in the area
featuring a full line of Health-tex for
little boys and girls.




See Jerry Boyd, Hugh Wright,




Hazel Hwy. CHEVROLET 753-2617
carry Fisher-Price toys, picture books
and juvenile jewelry.
The Step Ladder features 3,300
square feet of floor space which
makes it convenient shopping and
wide aisle areas making it the largest
children's store in Murray. They are
the only store in Murray that has a
play area for children while the
Mothers shop.
Come out to the Step Ladder and










NigArs, Sundays Si Holidays
Murray 753-4630
Our Fully Automatic Plant Enables Us To Meet
The Most Rigid Specifications And Assure
You Of The Exact Mix For Every Job.
Fleet Of Radio Dispatched Trucks Give
You County-Wide Dependable Service
HITS BLOCK & READY MIX
INCORPORATED
E. MAIN MURRAY, KY,
WE DID IT BEFORE
















P9th & Sycamore hone 753-0632









new crop of Massey:.
D"ap:iseyng 
Massey-Ferguson CASH CROP SALE. buy a brand new
:oFe; eia. ous ira 
sarongs
n00 on2serres tractor from current inventory




in inand see us Buy what you need at Ourusual OUtlitanding price In a few weeks you It ld money trom
Massey in yOur mailbox How much you receive dep;:nds On
,w
Buy from th44 line up of Mass•ys
MF 235
MC 255
42 PTO hp • M255 60 PIO bp '
SO PTO hp • MC 21S 4? PTO hp •












38 HIGHWAY 21 CITY Airw RABBIT MPG38 HIGHWAY 24 CITYire At
33 HIG, HWAY 22 CITY
BASIC BEETLE MPG
DASHER MPG
35 HIGHWAY 23 CITY
According to the Federal Envir -rental Protection Agency s lot
figures for fuel gconomy„oll our sedans end Dasher Wagon
get over 30 miles per gallon on the highway
-Gad over 2OrmlespergaittirrTrrttre- ciry •
You might say, we went APE over EPA's rcsults
Volkswagen's Owner's Security Blanket—
Ole world's most advanced new cEr coverrtn,
##1.0% free Computer Analysis at 15,000 m
Carroll VW-Audi
Murray, j." SOO Chestnut
753-111150 ' 
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Phils Make Baseball Just A
Bit More Exciting, Beat Bucs
By HOWARD SMITH ..
AP Sports Writer
Just when it looked like base-
ball fans wouldn't have any-
thing to get excited about for
the rest of the summer, what
with Oakland, Cincinnati and
Boston running a*ay with their
respective divisions. ..along
came Philadelphia.
The Fightin' Phils beat Pitts-
burgh 5-2 Monday night, their
eighth straight victory over the
Bucs. The loss left Pittsburgh a
 .respeciable-it'a. games-in -front
in the National League East,
but at least the Phils are close
enough to stir some sabre-rattl-
ing on both-sides.
Elsewhere in the National
League, Cincinnati whipped San
Francisco 8-4, New York rock-
ed St. Louis 11-7, Atlanta
trimmed Los Angeles 5-3, San
Diego blanked Houston 2-0 and
Chicago beat Montreal 4-2.
A pair of young right-hand-
ers, Pittsburgh's Bruce Kison
and Philadelphia's Larry Chris-
tenson, were locked in a 1-1
battle in the eighth when the
Phils' broke it open with three
runs. Dick Allen's bloop triple
down the right field line drove in
two runs and 011ie Brown
singled for the third one.
Reds 8, Giants 4
Cincinnati stretched its lead
in the West Division to 132
games but also managed to set
a major league record by fail-
ing to get a complete game out
of its pitching staff for the 44th
straight contest. Dan Driessen
clubbed a three-run homer in
the first inning and George
Foster replaced him in the
sixth in time to hit a two-run
single for the Reds. Chris
Speier homered for San
Francisco.
Mets 11, Cardinals 7
Felix Milan, who has hit in
21 of his last 22 games, collect-
ed two doubles andhtwo singles
and drove in threeruns for
New York.
Braves 5, Dodgers 3
The Braves jumped on Los
Angeles reliever Mike Marshall
for three runs in the eighth—a
two-run single by Biff Pocoroba
BROKEN CROSS - Doug "The Flying Cross" is shown with this lit-
tie brother, Jeff, at his home in New Burnside, Ill. Cross still plans
to jump a helicopter in Murray as soon as he is recovered.
and an RBI-single by Phil
Niekro—to win it.
Padres 2, Astros 0
Dave Freisleben, 5-10, tossed
a five-hitter and drove in a run
with an infield grounder as San
Diego's winning streak and
Houston's losing streak both
reached five games.
Cubs 4, Expos 2
Jose Cardenal's first homer
in nearly two months, a tie-
breaking two-run shot in the
fifth inning, gave Chicago the
victory.
BOXING . .
LONDON — Ken Buchanan,
European lightweight champion
from Scotland, announced his
retirement after he turned
down a fight for the World Box-
ing Association lightweight title
against Roberto Duran.
HOCKEY
NEW YORK — Mel Swig, a
San Francisco businessman,
headed a group that purchased
the California Seals from the
National Hockey League for an
estimated $7 million.
Furgerson And Overton Speak
At First Big M Club Meeting
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Murray State coaches Bill
Furgerson and Fred Overton
were the featured speakers
Monday night to a group from
the Big M Club at the Triangle
Inn.
The meeting served as a
kickoff for the beginning of
season tickets for Murray State
football. The first regular
meeting of the Big M Club will
be held at 6:30 p.m. Wednesday
at the Triangle Inn.
Furgerson praised his team of
last year not only for their work
on the field but also for the work
in the classroom.
"When you have 18 people
that have a 3.0 or better grade
point average and seven on the
dean's list, coaching isn't very
difficult," Furgerson said.
Furgerson said in the first
pre-season poll, Murray is
ranked sixth in the eight-team-
Ohio Valley Conference. Last
year, Murray finished 9-2 and
tied for second with Western
Kentucky, behind league
champion Eastern Kentucky.
"The poll has Eastern picked
to win with Western second,
Tech third, East Tennessee
fourth, Austin Peay fifth and
Murray sixth. They figure we'll
be ahead of Morehead and
Middle Tennessee.
"The OVC is all pretty much
the same. It depends on breaks,
last-minute plays and how
many people you have hurt. On
paper, I'd say right now we look
pretty good. We'll have 10 of our
11 starters back on defense. I
think the reason for our low
ranking is the loss of some of
our real fine people from last
year like Don Clayton, Russ
Carlisle, Torn Pandolfi, Charlie
Carpenter and Flip Martin."
Furgerson said if there was
any weak point this year, it
would Probably be the offensive
line.
-Once again, it's going to be
the problem of can we block
anyone. We'll have Art Kennedy
replacing Clayton and a few
other changes which have
looked okay so far.
"Mike Hobbie, who backed up
Pandolfi last year as quar-
terback, will be starting this
year. Last year, if you
remember, he hit 15 of 20 passes
in the spring game. I  really
ffirrikhes a better thibiorie than
Pandolfi. The question is can he
run like Pandolfi?"
Furgerson said the Racers
had an outstanding recruiting
year. "We've filled in some
places we needed filled in,"
Furgerson said.
Murray will not open the
season until late this year. Last
year, the Racers opened the
first weekend in September. But
this year, the first game will be







Doug Cross Right: 'Coptei Jump Routine
Although you probably haven't heard
anything about it, the helicopter jump came
off in Memphis Friday night. And Doug Cross
was right in what he said about Rex Black-
well's jump. t
Cross had lAanned to jump the helicopter in
Murray and of course had to cancel plans
when he was severely injured in his
"Towering Inferno" jump June 21 in Marion,
Cross had some of his people in Memphis
Friday to watch the jump. The helicopter was
sitting on the ground between the two ramps.
Blackwell, a virtually unknown jumper from
Tuscon, Ariz., made the jump and had a
perfect landing.
He received no press. Neither of the two
major Memphis papers knew that Blackwell
was planning the jump. He was supposed to
have jumped Sunday afternoon in Carlisle,
Ark., and Cross nor anyone else has heard
anything from that jump.
"You just don't get out and jump every
other day in the business," Cross said. "If you
do, you sure aren't making any money at it.
And you might not be jumping very long
either.
"I knew the helicopter wouldn't be off the
ground. I said before that this jump wouldn't
be nearly as fantastic as mine and judging
from the people there ( a crowd of 1139 showed
up), it was really a rip-off.
"I'm still going to jump the helicopter in
Murray. I said earlier that's where it would
be done and I'm going to do it. And I
guarantee when I do it's going to be
something everyone is going to remember."
Cross said the helicopter would be from 10
to 15 feet off the ground when he jumps it.
He is to get his mouth unwired today. He is
not in a cast, even though his left leg is
broken.
"They gave me a choice," Cross said.
"They told me they could put the leg in a
body cast and I'd have to lay around in
traction for quite some time. The other choice
was to have an operation and have a per-
manent rod put in my leg."
The rod is about two feet long. The bone
marrow was cleaned out and the rod was
inserted. "The doctors told me my leg would
actually be better now than it was before,"
Cross said.
Cross has received thousands of cards over
the past month, including quite a few from the
From this point on
what do you know
about building
a building?
You've got your lot, now what? Well, there are clearances,
permits. rights-of-way, planning, budgeting, designing, con-
tracting, clearing, excavating. constructing, roofing, finish-
ing. interior finishing, grounds work, landscaping. etc . etc.
You can learn about all these things yourself. Or you can
get in touch with us. We take care of every detail-from the
first steps to the last. As much as you want us to handle,
we'll handle. So give us a call when you're ready to build
Even if you don't have your lot yet.
CHARLES E. STORY
ASSOCIATES, INC.
P.O. _Box 525 Colvert City
Phone: 395-4198
Murray area. He has also received many
from all over the west coast ( where the crash
film was shown) and from the Philippines.
"I'd like to take the opporttinity to say
thanks lb all the -peoPle who have sent the
cards," Cross said.
-I've been through all of them and it really
helps to pas the time. I'm getting a lot
stronger but I still have to be in bed quite a bit
and reading the cards has been quite an in-
spiration to me.
"I hope sometime that I can get around to
answering a few of them" Cross added.
It will be at least two more weeks before he
is able to come to Murray to appear and
promote his next jump. For anyone who
would like to send a card, he can be reached
simply by sending it to Doug Cross, New
Burnside, Ill.
Little League Stars
Tne Little League State Tournament has
been moved back a day.
Originally set to begin Thursday in
Mayfield, the tourney will begin at 6 p.m.
Friday with the Murray Little League All-
Stars tangling from Louisville St. Matthews
Southern.
The second contest Friday will pit Owen-
sboro Southern against the winner from the
east. The eastern part of the state has been
soaked with rain for the past week and
District Tournaments are still in process.
Where the Little League All-Stars are
practicing is anyone's guess. For the second
year in a row, they have had problems in
obtaining the Little League field for practice.
Win Meals At Rudy's
We have two free meals up for grabs at
Rudy's Restaurant.
The last question was what major leaguer
won the homerun title with the fewest number
of homers? The answer: George Shaeffer of
Louisville in 1877. David Miller and Louis
Hudspeth were the winners.
The question for this week: Only two major
league pitchers have ever gone through a
season without hitting a batter. Taking a
minimum of 300 innings pitched, name one of
those hurlers."
If ydu think you have the answer, call me at
753-6977 after 5 p.m. Thursday.
It will be the third game of the
season for Western Carolina, a
big advantage since the Racers
will be playing their first.
The following weekend,
Murray will host Tennessee
Tech. Both the Western
Carolina and Tech contests are
night games. After that,
Murray plays eight afternoon
games.
Overton spoke briefly of his
recruits and mentioned some of
the people returning off last
season's basketball team.
"If what the rest of the
coaches have to say means
anything, this may be one of the
best years ever for OVC
basketball," Overton said.
"There aren't going to be any
Jim MeDaniels in the league
this year but We're going to
have some outstanding
ballplayers."
One of those outstanding
ballplayers will be 6-6 senior
forward Jesse Williams of
Murray State. Also returning
off last season's team are 6-3
guard Tommy Wade, 6-3 guard
Jeff Hughes, 6-3 forward Zach
Blasingame and 6-7 guard
Grover Woolard.
Overton praised two of his
recruits, 6-4 Eddie Williams of
Mayfield and 6-8 Vic Jordan of
Christian County.
He said both are extremely
dedicated players and both
would be strong contenders for
starting posts this season.
Murray will have 15 home
games and 10 games on the
road. Seven of the road games
are league contests. The others
are against Kansas, Oral
Roberts and the University of
Louisville.
Bartkowski To Quarterback For
College Stars Against Steelers
By CHRIS J. HARPER
Associated Press Writer
CHICAGO (AP) — Quarter-
back Steve Bartkowski has a
problem with names—there are
at least four he'd like to forget.
But the College All-Star quar-
terback probably will get to
know the quartet of Joe
Greene, L.C. Greenwood,
Dwight White and Ernie_
Holmes, the Pittsburgh Steel-
ers' defensive line.
"When you drop back to pass
it's kind of a leery feeling,"
the 6-foot-4 Bartkowski said.
"You don't see the front four,
you're scanning your receivers
- .7d0wufieid. But these guys are
awesome. I've been hit by a 6-
6, 270-pounder before, but he
didn't have a name like 'Mean'
Joe Greene or LC. Green-
wood."
All-Pro linebackers Andy
Russell and Jack Ham also
may greet Bartkowski in the
backfield during Friday night's
42nd College All-Star game in
Chicago. The game, which be-
gins at 9:30 p.m.„ EDT, will be
nationally televised on ABC.
Reds Trim Astros
Inteagtre Contest
In a Kentucky League contest
played Monday, the Reds edged
The Astros 9-8.
Dean Hodges picked up the
win in relief for the Reds.
Jeff Garrison had three hits to
pace the Reds While Keith
Houston and Hodges added two.
Also hitting safely were Jeff
Miller and Ricky Watson.
Hodges had a solo homer in the
fifth inning for the winners.
For the Astros, Gary Utley
had three hits while Randy
Wilson and Scott Turner each
hit safely.
Big M Club To
Meet Wednesday
The Big M Club will hold its
kickoff meeting for the season
at 6:30 p. m. Wednesday at the
Triangle Inn.
Dick Stout, president of the
club, urges all members to





I 1 lb. U.S. Choice Chopped Beef Steak
Baked Potato W Butter or Sour Cream
Toasted French Bread
Fresh Garden Saiad & Homemade Dressing
Reg. $2.95
Every Friday From -)p.m. til 10 p.m.
Two-For The Price of-One
Perkins Pancake & Steak House - U.s. 641 North






Smith's Poultry 79 11










Palace Cafe 11 29
High Team Game 1SC)
D. k D Body Shop 580
Crawford's Shell Station 532
Smith's Poultry 522
High Team Game 4 HC)
D. k D. Body 780
Crawford's ShS 1Iitatien 749
Palace Cafe 740
High Team Series (SC)
D. k D. Body Shop 1618
Crawford's Shell Station 1574
Smith's Poultry 1502
High Team Series f HC)
Crawford's Shell Station 2225
D. k D. Body Shop 2218








High Ind. Series (SC)
Jeanette Williams . 445
Mary Srnith 464
Ethelene McCallon 449
High Ind. Series t HC
Jeanette Williams 591
Mary Harris 573













SAN DIEGO — Bill Mussel-
man, basketball coach at the
University of Minnesota the
past three rears, signed - a
three-year contract to coach
the San Diego Sails of the
American Basketball Associ-
ation.
But Bartkowski, the first-
round pick of the Atlanta Fal-
cons, said he thinks the colle-
gians can mount a creditable
offense against Pittsburgh. The
All-Stars, rated 17-point under-
dogs, will attempt to win for
the first time since they
downed the Green Bay Packers
in 1963 by a 20-17 count. The
professionals lead the series 29-
9-2.
"It's a question of not mak-
ing mistakes," said the former
University of California star,
who passed for 4,434 yards and
20 touchdowns during his ca-
reer. "If we make mistakes
against the Steelers, their de—
fense will dictate the tempo of
the game. They're amazing
athletes."
Bartkowski said the Steeler
defense seems more vulnerable
to the running play than the
pass and the All-Stars will have
to mount a ground 'game to
break through the Pittsburgh
defenses.
"You have to be able to run.
It seems you can run on them
because they're so pass-rush
conscious," he said.
All-Star Coach John McKay,
who led the collegians to a
creditable 14-3 loss to the
Miami Dolphins in 1973, agreed.
"You can't win without a run-
ning game," said McKay, the
head coach at Southern Califor-
nia. "The quarterbacks and re-
ceivers have done well, too."
Still, the Steelers set a Super
Bowl record by allowing the
Minnesota Vikings only 17
yards rushing in winning 16-6
last January.
The collegians boast some
talented running backs, in-
cluding Louis Carter of Mary-
land; Don Hardeman of Texas
A&I; Harold "Champ" Henson
of Ohio State and Walter Pay-
ton of Jackson State.
But Bartkowski made his rep-
utation through the air and
passing often predominates
such all-star games.
His core of receivers includes
fleet Larry Burton of Purdue, a
former Olympic runner; Pete
Demmerle of Notre Dame;
Emmett Edwards of Kansas,









At Ty Holland Stadium
Advance Tickets may be purchased
from William Boyd at the Peoples'
Bank
A Book of 15 tickets for $10.00
These tickets are transferable
For the children 12 years and under
free courtesy tickets are available at
many of the -merchants. These tickets
are good for all afternoon games and all
other games when accompanied by a
paying adult. Don't forget to ask for
these.
Tickets are also available for the pre-
tournament banquet to be held in the
student union building Aug. 19 at 6:30 p.
m.
These tickets are available at several
locations- Rudy's Restaurant, Tommy
Rushing at Bank of Murray, Will Ed
Stokes at Stokes Tractor, Nelson Shroat,
Lester Nanny or Cleo Sykes.
Price of tickets $6.00 •
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T
Fisk Paces Red Sox To
7-6 Win Over Brewers
By BRUCE Lowrrr
AP Sports Writer
Carlton Fisk couldn't get over
the Boston Red Sox' en-
thusiasm. The feeling, quite
naturally, was muthal.
"Pudge," as tie's affec-
tionately known, was a oneman
wrecking crew in ancient Fen-
way Park Monday night. He hit
a run-scoring single In the first
inning, crashed an extraor-
dinary two-run homer inthe
fourth inning, slammed another
homer in the seventh and cap-
ped his five RBI performance
with a bases-loaded, tiebreak-
ing single in the bottom of the
ninth that gave the red-hot Red
Sox a 7-6 win over Milwauke.
In the rest of the American
League, Detroit shut out New
York 3-0, Minnesota outlasted
Kansas City 9-8, Oakland beat
Texas 12-6, Chicago defeated
-California and -Cleveland •
downed Baltimore 7-5 in 10
innings.
It might be noted that Fisk
returned to the lineup about a
month ago—after a year's lay-
off due to knee surgery last
year and a broken arm in this
season's spring training.
In 31 games, he has batted a
solid .330, hit five homers, driv-
ing in 21 runs and scored 18.
Tigers 3, Yanks 0
Vern Ruhle pitched a six-hit-
ter for Detroit to hand the Yan-
kees. their fourth" straight loss
and third straight shutout. Will-
ie Hortonta harrier off Larry
Gura triggered the decisive
two-run second inning.
TWillS 9, Royals 8
Lyman Bostock's bases-
loaded single with one out in
the bottom of the ninth boosted
the Twins past Kansas City and
handed Whitey Herzog his first
loss in five games as manager
of the Royals.
A's 12, Rangers 6
Reggie Jackson's 26th homer
of the season, a two-run shot in
the fourth inning, and Joe
Ftudi's two RBI helped the A's
rout Texas and widen their
West Division lead over Kansas
City to 1042 games.
White Sox 3, Angels 2
Wilbur Wood recorded his
eighth victory in his last 11 de-
cisions, teaming with Rich Gos-
sage to six-hit California.
Indians 7, Orioles 5
Rico Carty's two-out walk,
Oscar Gamble's double and
Charlie Spikes' two-run single
gave the Indians their 10-inning
triumph over Baltimore.
Nastase Gets Serious
To Survive Close Call
trYUISVILLF, Ky.-TAP)
Llie Nastase of Romania chat-
ted with the crowd and stuffed
towels under his shirt to imi-
tate a pregnant woman, but fi-
nally had to get serious, as he
barely got by Kjell Johannsen,
a "lucky loser" in qualifying
rounds, 6-4, 5-7, 6-3 in the first
round of the $100,000 Louisville
Pro Tennis Classic Monday.
Gibron Takes lob As
By CHRIS J. HARPER
Associated Press Writer
CHICAGO (AP) — Portly
Abe Gibron, who once said he
was only a National Football
League man, has decided to
take the head coaching job with
the Chicago Winds of the World
Football League.
"I'm back in football and I'm
glad to be back...It's been My
life for 27 years," said Gibron,
who will replace Babe Parini.
Winds President Gene Pull-
also announced Monday-at
----a news culifeielice that Leo
Cahill of the Memphis South-
men will become general man-
ager, a post that Parini also
had held sinee the, Winds were
formed earlier this year to re-
place the defunct Chicago Fire.
Both Gibron and Cahill were
signed to multiyear contracts.
"I can only promise it will be
an aggressive team both physi-
cally and mentally," said Gibr-
on, 49, who weighs near 300
pounds. He was fired after the
1974 season and had compiled
an 11-30-1 record during his
three years as Chicago Bears'
head coach.
Pullen° did not say why Pa-
rilli was fired, adding only:
"It's almost a conflict to have
a man as both general man-
ager and head coach. I don't
think it was necessarily Babe.
We felt we had to start with a
top man and thea„start from
scratch."
WFL officials didn't pressure
the Winds into firing Parini,
Pullano said, but WFL Proof-
-dent Chris Hmneter met Sun-
day with Gi ron to convince
him to take the job.
In a telephone interview,
Cahill said he was pressured to
accept the job by other owners
in the league.
Cahill, 46, who comes to the
Winds from Memphis where he 
murra-Ciittowiiy County Airport —
Contact
Bill Fuller or Johnny Parker
489-2721 489-2
was general manager of the
league's most successful
franchise in 1974, said South-
men owner John Bassett per-
suaded him the WFL's Chicago
team needed a top-flight
general manager, and that for
the good of the league "Bassett
would bite the bullet and let me
COMe," -
Cahill said, "I'm returning
home ( to his native Chicago)
halfway up the mountain, and
every step is. lough," but _added
optimistically, -we can turn the
trick...We think we'll be a con-
tender in the stretch."
As for Parilli's departure,
„ Cahill said, "The powers-that
be had already decided that
Babe wasn't going to be here
with the team.. and the first
person I thought about was Abe
Gibron."
Athletic Director
ATLANTA (AP) — Ogle-
thorpe University named Bill
Travis, athletic director at
—Faulkner State Collage in_Bay,..-
Minette, Ala., to be the athletic
director at the Atlanta school
Monday.
The appointment of Travis,
who coached DeKalb College
near Atlanta to a 132-52 basket-
ball record in seven seasons be-
fore taking the Alabama job in













Lea's is your new shop on the
Square Downtown Paris or Hall-
mark cards, gifts, candles, books,
stationery, wrapping papers and
party accessories. Beautiful things
to brighten someone's day. . . or
someone's life. Discover how nice
it is to ruid .everything for giving
in one shop—with the extra as-
surance of Hallmark quality.
And with every purchase of
$1.00 or more, through August 2,
we'll brighten your day with a
beautiful scented round candle—
absolutely free.
HOW'S THAT FOR OPENERS?
Come to Lea's durIng our get)





fying round, but was invited as
a late replacement for the in-
jured Doug Crawford. He won
the last three games of the sec-
ond set and led Nastase 3-2 in
the third.
But then, as the heat and hu-
midity began to wear both
players down, Nastase held his
serve, broke Johannsen's serve
when the Swedish player double
faulted on game point, and ran
out the set and match.
Arthur Ashe, needed number
two, also had a tough time in
his first round match, finally
..downing_Nicola
sravia, 6-4, 7-6.
The only other seeded player
in action today, 16th-ranked Bil
ly Martin, an 18-year-old Cali-
fornian, lost five straight
games to Colin Dowdeswell of
Rhodesia, before recovering for
a 3-6, 6-1, 6-2 victory. Martin
has been a professional for just
three weeks.
Nastase, known for his short
temper on the court, came
directly from a default when he
refused to continue play in a
Washington, D.C. tournament.
But he made no fuss during
match, and his only complaint„
that the balls were too fast,
drew agreement from Johann-
sen.
"I've been used to much less
pressure in those tennis balls,"
Johannsen said. "These flew. It
seemed like every time we hit
it hard it headed for the
crowd.''
"I perhaps am not a good
player, but the balls are too
light," joked Nastase.
Tournament officials said a
new shipment of balls would ar-
rive Tuesday.
First-round play continues to-
day, with all the contenders but
top seed and defending cham-
pion Guillermo Vitas com-
peting. Vilas meets unseeded





Many of the area's top junior
golfers will be playing in the
Murray Junior invitational
which will be played at the
Murray Country Club August 7.
Expected to be on hand is last
--year's medalist, Russ Cochran
of Paduch Cochran, who is the
current state high school
champion, fired a three-under
par 69 to capture medalist
honors.
Boys and girls ages 10 up to
1975 high school graduates are
eligible to participate. The
entry fee of eight dollars in-
cludes a practice round, favors,
lunch and trophies for the top
three in each age group.
All entries should be sent to
Lee Stewart, 1207 Dogwood
Drive, Murray, Ky. Deadline
for entry is August 1.
FOOTBALL .
CHICAGO -- Abe Gibron.
fired as head coach of the Chi-
cago Bears after the 1974 sea-
son, was named head coach of
the World Football League's
Chicago Winds replacing Babe
Par illi.
Miss Your Paper?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger II
Times by,5:30 p. m. are urged
to call 753-1916 between 5:30
p. sad 6 p. m. to insure
delivery of the newspaper.















ET IV's have been specifically designed with rim_
widths and offsets in mind to accommodate all. .
popular tires up to the widest 60 series.
polished finish contrasts with black slots
and emphasizes the deep appearance.
Fits all disc brakes.
13)(5.5 . . . '31%
14)(6.15. '34" ea15x8.50
















All Tire Prices Plus F.E.T. of $1"-$3" 
II Gas economv_11 White Sidewaft






S tits iS 3 95
Map, brawl
muit../4100 0,1
Let Us Replace Your Worn Out Muffler
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POLY 780
4 PLy_Polyester _




























No Money Down—Six Months To Pin
for fast in-the-field service
Shop Ewing
Tire Service
808 Coldwater Road - Near 5 Points:Murray, Kentucky
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•
12. Insurance
HEALTH, LIFE, burial, up
to $2000.00. Health no
problem. Call 753-1976.
14 Want To Buy
WILL BUY good used
Travel trailers, truck
camper. Call Arrowhead
Camper Sales, Hwy. 80
E., Mayfield, Ky., 247-
8187.
WANT TO buy used
dehumidifier for house.
Call 753-5924 or 753-1681.
A GOOD USED automatic
washer. Call 489-2118.
EXPERIENCED MAN jo























work. Choose your own
hours. Send complete
resume to P. 0. Box 926,
Blytheville, Ar. 72315.
WANTED + COUPLES
over 20 interested in extra
income, $400 to $800
monthly possible, 10 to 15
hours a week.
Management experience
helpful but not necessary,/











with 2 years or more
direct sales experience.
Call on business men.
No night hours, some
travel. Paid by com-
mission, earnings
$15,000 plus, for the
right man.
Apply in person American
Check Protection Systole' office
611i mod lAtsin Street, Murray,
Ky. 753-1550.
10. Business Opportunity
GROWING TWO Year Old
business. Christian Book
Center, 808 Chestnut. Call
753-0435. Ask for Wayne.
12. Insurance
15. Articles For Sale
TOMATO STAKES, 10
cents each' Phane 753;- good Ckmolition .- -$100.00






mirror, box springs and
mattress, $95.00. Break-
fast set, $35.00. G. E.
refirgerator, very nice,
$75.00. One antique kit-
chen cabinet, in good
condition, roll front and
porcelain top. Call 753-
4098.
EARLY AMERICAN
SOFA. 2 slate-top tables.
Excellent condition. Call
753-7637 after 5:00 p. m.
REFRIGERATOR,
Washer, dryer, living
room suit, breakfast set,





range. Two ovens, four
surface units. Used one
year. Clean as a pin inside




with cutting board top.
Excellent condition. $100.
Three 30" kitchen bar
stools, green vinyl, wood
trim, $7.00 each. Call 753-
2456.
54-SELECTIONS of
paneling 4 x 8 sheets. $2.75
and up'. Moulding to
match paneling.
Bathroom vanities from
$95.00 and up. 12-designs
decorative paneling 4 x 8
sheets $4.25 each. 1/2" CD
plywood 14:95 sheet. Five
eights inch Particle boaed
$3.25 sheet. Cabinet
topping at 25 cents dquare
foot. Interior latex white
paint $3.95 gallon.
Fiberglass • panels at 10
cents tp 25 cents square
foot_Luan and birch doors
$5.75 to $18.75. Ross and
Truck Salvage Mdse. Inc.
-' Box 88, Martin, Tenn.,
Phone 587-2420.
BOY'S BIKE, good con-
dition. Honda XL75.
Polaroid camera. Several
other items. Call 753-7488.
TOMATO STAKES, 54", 15
cents each. Redmon
Stake Company, Hwy. 94
E., Murray.
TWO DOWN SLEEPING
BAGS $60.00 and 1 200 mm
telephoto lens for Pentax.
$100.00. Call Randy 762-
3824.
ANTIQUE SHOE CASE,









The sooner you call,
the sooner you save
Ronnie' Ross

























































































Iowa Corn Needs Good Rain
DES MOINES, Iowa (AP) -
Farmers in Iowa need a good,
soaking rain within a few days
or they will risk losing up to
650 million bushels of corn,
state Secretary of Agriculture
Robert Lounsberry says.
At current market prices av-
eraging about about $2.85 a
bushel for Iowa corn, the poten-
tial loss to farmers could be in
excess of $1.8 billion.
"If it doesn't come this week,
we'll be hurt more than we'd
like to admit," Lounsberry said
Monday. "The drought condi-
tions might cut yield 30 to 50
bushels per acre."
Iowa produces about 20 per








































































13 Loose gowns L4)
14 Prepares for
print 32 Hasten
19 Toward shelter 33 Hits lightly
21 Pronoun 35 Surveyor's
24 Beer mug instrument
25 Man's 36 Warning
nickname device vote
StiVrttackeis 38 Preposo.on _SO-Santee-- -
27 Bite 39 Locations
40 Snakes
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Distr by United Feature Syndicate, 7.29
and in a good year will harvest
more than 1.2 billion bushels.
The forecast for this year had
been 109 bushels an acre.
The National Corn Growers
Association says it is surveying
the crop nationwide and it will
be next week before it knows
the situation elsewhere. Louns-
berry says the weather has
been good in Indiana and Il-
linois, which follow Iowa in
corn production.
Until now, the U.S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture has esti-
mated that U.S. farmers will
produce a record wheat and
corn crop this year that will
meet domestic and export de-
mands without seriously affect-
ing American consumer prices.
The National Weather Service
forecasts mostly sunny and hot
weather for Iowa the next few
days, with temperatures ex-
pected to top 100 degrees today.
Iowa's corn and soybeats
crops are suffering from a
combination of excessive heat
-and- insufficient moisture, the
Iowa Crop and Livestock Re-
porting Service said Monday.
"To recover, we would have
to have a good inch of rain
spread out over a 12 to 24 hour
period," Lounsberry said.
Up to an inch of rain fell in
scattered Iowa locations last
week, but the varied rainfall
brought only temporary relief.
Last year, a combination of
early flooding followed by a se-
vere drought and an early frost
cut the average yield to 81
bushels an acre.
Lounsberry said the corn
crop is.nowin-the critical-pont--
nation stage which, without
rain soon, could result in the
corn "producing cobs with no
corn on them."
Trouble for,. the %irk corn
crop came about a month after
heavy rains dealt a serious
blow crops in the fertile Red
River Valley area of western
Minnesota and eastern North
Dakota.
The Federal Disaster Assist-
ance Administration has issued
a preliminary estimate that
flooding brought crop damage
of $1.5 billion the two-state
area, including carryover dam-
age to 1976 production.
The primary crops affected
in the Red River Valley were
potatoes, sugar beets, sunflow-
ers, barley, wheat and flax.
FEED YOUR COW
A MAGNET
DES MOINES (AP) - Cows
have the bad habit of swallow-
ing small pieces of wire, nails
and other sharp metal objects,
and now a University of Ken-
tucky scientist has found a
unique way to protect the cow's
stomach: give the cow a mag-
net to swallow.
Wallace! Farmer-iiigazine
reports that the magnet, about
the size of a man's thumb, can
be swallowed by the cow and
left in the stomach to collect
the pieces of metal and hold
them in place so they can't in-
jure the animal. Cows don't
chew their food thoroughly
when they eat it. Instead, they
chew their cud later, bringing
up food stored in their first
stomach.
When eating, if a mouthful of
grass contains a small piece of
metal, the cow may not even
notice it. The metals can pierce
the stomach wall and allow
stomach juices to feak out into
"Vie ...bed5i- ca4y. They.-may
even injure the heart and
lungs, leading to death. The
magnet will hold the metals in
place until stomach acids even-
tually destroy them.








through -the door Her
eyes were like marigolds.
X
NANCY, MEET _ "







































MR. FAT5ON OFFERED AAE
$25.00 A WEEK TO BE
HIS ASSISTANT-
5ICK
WHAT DO YOU EXPECT TO
GAIN WHOEVER 'Cu ARE
WHEN WE LAN(7, THEY'LL










LAST WEEK HE GOT
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3. Card Of Thanks
WE THE FAMILY OF
Gussie C. Houston wish to
take this opportunity to
thank our many friends
and neighbors for their
acts of kindness during
the passing of our mother
and grandmother. We
wish to thank Dr. Clark,
the nurses, our sitters, the
ambulance drivers, those
who sent flowers, food,
those who came by the
funeral home, the singers,
Bro. Harold Smotherman
and Bro. Glenn Cope, the
J. H. -Churchill funeral
home for a beautiful
service. God bless and
keep you all.




Poison Control  753-7588
Senior Citizens  7534/929
Need Line... 753-NEED







NEED MONEY TO PAY
BILLS? Get out from wider. Sell
part-time on your own time in
your own neighborhood. No
selling experience necessary
I'll show you how.
we. Mn. Ora hes, Sox 1247,
P014.44. I. 4MN11. Pb.m 443).3346.
YOUR NEED is our con-




SHOP. Big summer sale.
We do copper and brass
stripping. First house off
Highway 303 on Sunset















n and the Business
Off ice may be
reached on 753- 19 16
and 753-1917.




relatives buried in the
Ezell Cemetery, located
in the Coldwater Gravel
Pits or any interest
what so ever in the
cemetery. Please con-
tact
Gory Taylor at 753-1372.
  InammolL
ANTIQUE ICE BOX, tin
with burnished solid brass
fitting. Antiqued brass
wall lamp with natural
linen shade. Two pairs
antique satin drapes,
white trimmed in blue.
Custom made. Call 753-
7990 after 5:30 p. m.
DELUXE WHEEL CHAIR.




lengths and width. Phone
753-5992.












588 CASE BACkHOE. Call
753-6088 or 753-8021.
1950 FORD Tractor. Plow,
disc, and cultivator. In
good condition. Call 437-
4557.
CASE FARM tractor. V-
AC12. 3 point hitch $87 --
Call 436-5414.
19 FOOT LIVESTOCK




hauling 4 horses. 8:00 to




ft. camper trailer. Sleeps





Only 2 to Seli















awning, hot and cold
water, etc. In exceptional
condition. $2,250. Includes
Reese load levelers, anti-
sway bar, etc. Call Sid
Jobs 436-2180.





18 FT. MARK TWAIN boat,
188 V-8 engine, Tamden
trailer with custom cover.




motor. 40 h. p. With
controls. $250.00. Call 436-
2494.
1973 MARK TWAIN boat,
motor and trailer. Ex-
cellent condition. Call 753-
0530,
NEW-IDEAL two row corn
-picker Super M Farmall
. „ ' tractor'with  w power
steering and live lift. New
GOLD _11r411G...q!ATQR.._.. Ideal fertilizer spreader-.with ice maker. Call 753- All in good condition. Call
_
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/TAI 370 ADVERT/SE... ADVERT/SE WHERE /1' PAYS...
20 Sports Equipment
NICE PONTOON BOAT for
sale. $300. Come see it on
Pottertovm , Highway at
ir Conrad Heights Sub-
division.
BOAT, 1973, Renken ski
boat, 85 h. p. motor.





Console. Balance due or
monthly payments. J. di




for sale. Ben Dyer 753-
8911.
24. Miscelli,neous
16' 60 AMP i4c service
pole, comDlete. Call 753-,-
1 =RY oak log barn.t condition. Call
753-0870.
AGRI-PRODUCTS has a on
the farm grain cleaner
that takes ,.the garlic
onions out of wheat. Also
cleans Soybeans and corn.
Call 753-2958 for in-
forrriation.
AGRI-PRODUCTS is the
MFS Grain bin and grain
handling equipment
dealer for West Kentucky.
We also handle Tri-Star
gooseneck trailers and
Miracle Span farm







Crass Furniture S. 3rd
Street, Murray, Ky.
CUSTOM-BUILT Portable
buildings for all your
storage needs. Also Lake
Cottages, Boat Docks,
patios and Greenhouses.
Sweet corn and fresh
vegetables for sale.
Located on Hicks
Cemetery Road, one mile
south of Cherry Corners,
off Highway 121 South.
27 Mobile Home Sales
FIFTEEN ACRES, mobile
home, room, basement
and well. Will take late
model vehicle as trade in.
Also smaller tract of land.
Call 436-5855.
27. Mz.shile Home Sales
TRAVEL TRAILF-R, 24'
Trottwood. Self-contained
fully loaded, air Ctra-
ditioned, furnace,
awning, hot and cold*
water, etc. In exceptional
condition. $2,250. Includes
Reese load levelers, anti-
sway bar, etc. Call Sid
Jobs 436-2180.
1972 MOBILE home 24 x 44,
located on 641, Dexter.
good condition. Call 437-
4736 after 4 p.m.
29 Mobile Home Rentals





disposal, shag carpets in
4 living-dining area and
master bedroom. Three
bedrooms, 2 baths,
central heat and air.
Priced reduced. By ap-
pointment 753-7717. 74
Riviera Cts.
10 x 52, Natural gas,
already set up and un-
derpinned at Shady Oaks
Trailer Park, No. 90. Also
includes an air con-
ditioner. Rents for $100.00
a month. Will sell for
$2,000. Call 753-4469 after 7
p.m.
TRAILER SPACE Torrent.
Nice shady lot on N. 4th




central heat and air,
washer, dryer, large lot.
Call 753-4091.
TWO BEDROOM, fur-
nished. 37 Shady Oaks.
Call 753-1960 anytime, 753-
5209 after 6 p. m.
31. Want To Rent
SHOP NEAR or around
Murray. Preferably
clean-up shop. Call 436-
5552.





ROOMS FOR boys, private
entrance with kitchen
facilities, central heat
and air, 42 block from
campus. Phone 436-5479.
FURNISHED APART-







Married couple or 'two
boys preferred. No
children or pets. $85.00.
Call 753-1817.
FURNISHED APT. close










house, close to MSU for
4 college girls.
Large furnsihed apart-
ment for 4 or 5 college
girls.
Small 3 bedroom fur-
nished house for college
girls or college boys.
Call 753-5865 days or
753-5108 after 6:00 p. m.
WE BUY used mobite-
homes. Top prices paid. FURNISHED APART-
Saddle and Spur Trailer MENT, large kitchen,
Sales, Paducah. Call 412- living room-bedroom
, iatasar 443-6=6. combination. Call 753-
 8175.
ONE ALL electric, one gas,
both carpeted and on
private lots. Phone 492-
9785.
31 Want To Rent
MOVING FROM Texas
looking for house to rent
with some acreage. Need
not be in top condition
willing to repair. Please
call collect 314-441-0058.
COUNTRY HOUSE, two to
twelve miles out. Running
water. Call collect 502)
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Chestnut St 753-2571
MURRAY MANOR - All








a nationally advertised noncarbonated vitamin C
enriched fruit drink is available for vending in 12 oz. cans.
Individuals who are seriously considering a business of
their own should investigate an extraordinary opportunity
currently available in this area. This is a secure business
for those who can spare a few hours each week (no
selling), restocking vendors placed on location by our
specialists. A qualified individual may start part time and





Training provided. No experience requiled. Tax shelter
with 'write-off. Investment secured by nee? equipment
(five year warranty) and inventory. Earnings guaranteed
with a written buy back agreement. For itnnlediate in-
formation of interview call collect (301) 345-7300 or write
including phone number to SUNRIPE, INC., 6215 Greeh-
belt Road, College Park, Maryland 20740
(Not • nise, V kAre•-C•Ila Compaq.)
Special Attention
Retired Couples
Where one is 62 or over and
qualify the Government will pay
a large portion of your monthly
rental New one and two
bedroom apartments in Murray
Manor Central Air conditioning





36. For Rent Or Lease
THREE BEDROOM house
in Lakeway Shores. Two
level with fireplace, large
lot, garden space, garage,
storage room, large porch
and good view of lake.





fattened beef, half or
whole. 85 cents a lb.,
hanging weight. H. R.
Clark, 753-6567.
NINE YEAR old, saddle
bred gelding, cut back
English saddle. Call 436-
2215 after 6 p.m.
EXTRA NICE saddle
boreei- -Gelitle with
smooth saddle gait. Two
Mares, one gelding. 8:00
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37. Livestock Supplies
W GOOSENECK STOCK
trailer, 2 axle electric
brakes. Can be seen at
Thornton Tile and

















3 puppies. For more in-
formation phone 753-3455
after 5 p. m.
PARADISE KENNELS -
Boarding and grooming,





$1.50 a 3 bushel. C. & A.
Farms "2 mile west of N.
16th Street on Poor Farm
Rd.
SWEET CORN, 10 cents




and 26 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Household items, oval
table with swivel chairs,
dishes, kitchen chairs,
square dance dresses size
14. All things good con-




located on South 12th at
Sycamore has five
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years ex-
clusive real estate ex-
perience. Call 753-1651 or
come by our office. We
like to talk REAL
ESTATE.
THIS HOUSE IS PER-
FECT for the retired
couple or the couple just
starting out. Route 1
Farmington. Neat 1 or 2
bedroom concrete block
home has electric heat,
some carpeting and is on
a nice size lot. $6,900.
Come by BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE, 105 N.
12th or call 753-8080.
SPRING_ SPECIALS -
One-third to 17 acres.





The Mayor and Council of the City of Murray,
Kentucky, are requesting bids for approximately
50,000 linear feet of concrete street seam caulking.
Only State Highway Department approved
materials will be accepted.
Eids should be in the office of the City Clerk, City
Hall Building, Murray, Kentucky, no later than 5:00
P. M., Central Day'light Time, August 13, 1975.
The City reserves the right to accept the lowest or






sonnel at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to talk
to you regarding your real
estate needs. Our time is
your time. Give us a call
or drop by the office at 901
Sycamore Street, 753-
7724.
44. Lots For Sale
GATESBOROUGH WOOD-
ED lot. By owner. Call
753-2977.




heat, 2 bedrooms on
North Broad. $11,500.00
new roof, rental $100.00
per month. Good lot and
location. Phone 753-5281







room, dining, kitchen, 2
baths, brick, carpeted.
$25,750. Call 753-0855





acres With 230 feet
frontage. On S41 in Almo
Heights. $18,000. Call 753-
7882 or 753-6727.
TWO STORY, four
bedroom brick, 2 full
baths, separate dining
room and family room in
very., pleasant S. West
Murray neighborhood.
Lots of trees, well land- 1
COUNTY LOTS, city seeped. Call 753-5249 for
water_ High__ anokokyz.-z.,;-44•00-inumiyit,-;
$3,500 to $5,000. Sam
Harris, 753-8061, New
Providence Rd.
46. Homes For Sale
COLDWATER, 1 year,
new, large 3 bedroom
house. Extra large lot, 2
car attached garage,
patio, separate laundry
room, central air and
heat, built-in range and
dishwasher. Ex-




Approx. 3 years old.
Catalina Drive. Oc-
cupancy July 1. Call 753-
3976.
THREE BEDROOM, two
full baths, double garage,
well drained and land-
scaped. Call 753-8107.
47. Motorcycles
900 KAWASAKI with wind
jammer. 650 Triumph
tiger Yamaha YZ 80. Call
753-7140.
1975 YAMAHA 125 MX
Call 436-5335 after 5:00
p.m.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1974 ''IC4PRI, 4 speed,
silver, retiknice. Call 753-
8090.
6. Homes For Sale
BEAUTIFUL
home. Less than 1 year
old, 3 bedrooms, family
room, 13/4 baths, complete
kitchen. Above average
carpeting. Garage and




floor: living rm., dining
BRICK 







newly remodeled, veryacre lot. Back has chain 
link fence. Central heat 
nice. Reasonably priced
by owner. Call 753-7900r-and air, T.V. tower. By
owner $36T990.00. Three -





miles south of Murray on
5584.
THREE BEDROOM, 2
bath split level. L-shaped
living-dining room with
fireplace, kitchen with all
built-ins. Den and garage.
Approximately one acre
lot. $31,000. Owner would
consider financing. Call
753-1566.
BY OWNER, white brick,
804 S. 17th at Audubon.
200Q.. square.. feet. Three
bedrooms, 2 full baths,
den with fireplace. Many
closets. Two car garage,
fully landscaped, privacy
hedge. All city services.
Robertson School
District. Call 753-8132.
NEW HOMES in Cir-
clerarna and Cantebury.
One eligible for tax
rebate. Call 753-3672.












will find a large selection
in all price ranges at
Wilson Realty, Auction
and Insurance, across
from Post Office, Phone
753-3263. Nights and
Holidays. Wayne Wilson,
753-5086, Ron Talent 753-
1607, Loretta Jobs 753-
6079. Member M.L.S.
BY OWNER: Large house.
3360 Sq. ft. 4 bedrooms, 3
baths, complete kitchen
with micro wave oven and
compactor. Large den
with small kitchen facility
and walkout basement. 2-
car garage plus one out
building for storage on 1
acre of ground. 1,2 mile off
blacktop, 10 minutes from
Murray, $45,500. Call 753-




bedroom brick home. P
baths, swimming pool.
Desirable location.
Convenient to schools and
shopping. Call 753-2977.
50. Campers.
29' FRANKLIN 5th wheel
camper. With all the
extras. Excellent con-




Fold down, unique, Good
used trailers, ,es mile east






efficient service. No job
too small. Call Ernest
White. 753-0605.
CONTAC-T - SH-0-1L
Brothers for all your
bulldozing, backhoe work,
or trucking needs. Phone
Aurora, 354-8138 or 354-
E161 after 7 p. m.
EXPERIENCED PAIN-
TER will do interior or
exterior work by the hour
or job. 753-8343.
966 CHEVROLET, 4 door
sedan, small V-8, a-c, alb.,
_power, new-tires-..Pesa--C_ONATAIWEION
condition. Call 753-1976. landscaping,
backhoe work, general
hauling ,‘-tkush hogging,













from moisture by letting
me cover crawl space





David Benton, 753-7699 or
753-0123.
CUSTOM DOZIER Work.
Cat D7E, A big machine
for big jobs. Ralph
Stewert 901-498-8860.
RACINE DRY carpet care
12 gallon cleans approx
300 sq. ft. for $3.69
Machine rental is $2.00
per day. When finished
cleaning carpet, ready for
--immediate use. Hinman'
Rentals, 802 N. 18th St
Murray, Ky.
1969 PONTIAC Catalina, 4
door hard top, power
steering and brakes,
original owner. Call 753-
2821. -
1973 CHEVROLET







power steering and lots
of extras. Must see to
appreciate.
For information Call 753-
9946 or may be seen at
Four Seasons Nursery,




trade for motorcycle. Call
753-5923:
1971 DATSUN 1200, also 26"
3 speed bicycle. Call 435-
4428.




with air, steering and
brakes. Call 753-5094.
50 Campers
LIKE NEW, 24 ft. 1973
Dodge Cree motor home.























Lyles at 753-2310 for free
estimate.
WE DO hay hauling. Call
753-6477.
KIRBY CARPET CARE --
cleans rugs of all kinds. In
business, homes, and
institution. Rugs come
clean by steam cleaning.







WILL DO ANY and all
types of sewing, .crewel,
and embroidery in my
home. Call 753-8342 until 8
p. m.
A L MUM SERVICE
COMPANY siding by
Alcbai• Awnings , by
Howineis.,Aluminum or
Rigid VinYLA No down
payment. Free estimates.





with an elderly lady. Days
only.. Call 753=7729.
EXPERIENCED Elec-
trician needs work. Free




trained, skilled and ex-
perienced, for piano
lessons and wedding






806 So. 16th - Executive brick on an outstanding lot
with trees, this gracious tri-level home has 5
bedrooms, 3 baths, 3 carports, secluded patio, lots of
storage, large family room with fireplace, central
Heat and Air. Owner has accepted new position and






ROBERTS REALTY would like to give you a glimpse of what we consider two of the best buys in the county under $40,000
One 121 Highway app. 3 miles west of Murray we
have this beautiful 3 bedroom brick, with large
family room, Extra nice den with fireplace,
beautiful kitchen with range, dishwasher, disposal
fornial diningroom, extra nice entrance hall, large
living room, 3 nice size bedrooms, 2 bathe, large
Carport and patio, storage building, wall to wall
carpet th$s and more for $38,500.
414 S. 12th
Located in Gatesboro on a large lot we have this
lovely home with 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, large living
room with fireplace, den, formal dining room, cen-
tral heat and air. wall to wall carpet, range,
disposal, dishwasher, large 2 car garage, large
Satio, and priced to sell at $39,500.
To see these or any other of our fine listings Call 753-1651 or come by and see
us at S. 12 at Sycamore or any of the following salespeople, Ray Roberts 753-
5583, Edna Knight 753-4910, Anna Reaquarth, 753-2477, Jean Bennett 753-2590,
T. C. Collie 753-5122 or Hoyt Roberts 753-3924.
Phone 753-1051





Funeral services for Manning
Stewart will be held Wednesday
at ten a. m. at the chapel of the
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
with Rev. Mickey Carpenter
officiating. Burial will be in the
Stewart Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mr. Stewart, age 84, a
resident of the National Hotel,
Murray, since his retirement
from work with the State
Department at Frankfort, died
Monday at ten a. m. at the
ih'estview Nursing Home. An
attorney, he was a veteran and
a member of the First United
Methodist Church.
The deceased was born June
29, 1891, in Calloway County,
and was the son of the late
Andrew Jackson Stewart and
Susan Ann Find SteWartt-
Survivors locally include two
nephews, Lee Mathis of Almo




The funeral for Mrs. Rebecca
Graham of Symsonia, widow of
Grover Graham, is being held
today at one p. m. at the chapel
of the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home, with Rev. John Chur-
chwell officiating.
- '4WV1110-- POOPkg.r57. .4ire
Dempsey Futrell, Kenneth and
Tommy Hutchison, and Bill, Joe
H., and Donny Graham. Burial
will be in the Hendon Cemetery
in Stewart County, Tenn.
Mrs. Graham, age 86, died
Sunday at five p. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. A retired elementary
school teacher, she was the
daughter of the late Mr. and
Mrs. W. Tishel of Pine Bluff.
Survivors are three
daughters, Mrs. James Hut-
chison, Mrs. Joe Heard, and
Mrs. Dempsey Futrell; three
sons, G. C., Joe W., and Tames
Graham; one sister, Mrs. Anna





The Calloway County Chapter
of the American Red Cross is
attemptiny to get some items of
furniture, for a family who lost
their home by fire recently._ •
Items needed are a bed with
mattress and springs, a stove,
and a refrigerator.
Persons having any of these
items which are in good con-
dition that they no longer need,





Methodist Church, located east
of Almo, will have a benefit
social on Saturday, August 2,
starting at seven p. m. at the
church.
Items to be sold at the social
include homemade ice cream,
cake, pie, hamburgers, hot
dogs, and cold drinks.
The public is invited to attend,
a church spokesman said.
Liberty Church Is
Holding Revival
Revival services are now in
progress at the Liberty Cum-
berland Presbyterian Church,
located off Highway 94 East,
and will continue throughout the
week at 7:30 p.m. each evening.
Rev. W. Edd Glover is the
evangelist and Leland Peeler is
directing the music for the
revival. Special music will be
presented each service and the




LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky's occupational safety
program doesn't meet the re-
quirements of federal law, and
the state has until Oct. 1 to cor-
rect "program deficiencies,"
according to a federal report.
The main criticism in the re-
port was that the state has
some inspectors that can't spot
safety hazards. When a federal
inspector from the Occupation-
al Safety and Health Adminis-
tration (OSHA) accompanied
inspectors from the state OSHA
office, the Kentucky people
missed violations 35 out of 37,
said Frank Flanagan, area di-
rector for the federal office.
Flanagan said any inspector
could miss a few violations, but
that state inspectors were miss-
ing an unacceptably high num-
ber, especially "electrical haz-
ards, flamrnables, mechanical
power transmission apparatus
guarding (and) point of oper-
ation guarding on machines."
He said most of the errors
were made by a few inspectors,
but declined toiltritne tbemiët-
ther to reporters or to the
state.
Michael D. Ragland, in
charge of OSHA for the state,
admitted he had a "problem
with some officers who are
deficient and unable to carry
out their duties." He said two
of the inspectors have been
asked to resign, and two others
might be.
Ragland said some of the fed-
eral criticisms were valid, but
claimed others were not. Some
of the other "deficiencies" in-
cluded: an uneven assessment
of fines, a lack of explanation to
company officers of the laws
violated, warning companies
they were going to make in-
spections, lack of proper
equipment for inspections and
use of trainees to make in-
spections.
Flanagan said his office
might take over the state pro-
gram if the deficiences were
not corrected by Oct. 1, but
both he and Ragland expressed
belief they would be.
Turkish Takeover Costs U. S.
In Ability To Monitor Soviets
WASHINGTON ( AP) — U.S.
government specialists say the
Turkish takeover of key U.S.
electronic intelligence-
gathering stations has cost the
United States about 25 per cent
of its ability to monitor Soviet
missile launches.
They ma this is the most
as a result of Turkey moving in
on U.S. bases in retaliation for
the House's refusal to lift an
arms embargo against the
Turks.
These officials warn that the
already sticky problem of
atomic test verification being
debated by U.S. and Soviet dip-
lomats shaping a new nuclear
arms limitation agreement
would be made even more diffi-
cult without the ground stations
operating from Turkey.
White House and State De-
partment offiriAls are reported
working behind the scenes for a
reversal of the House decision,
which came on a close 223-206
vote last Thursday. President
Ford sent House Speaker Carl
Albert a letter Monday, saying:
"My responsibility for the na-
tional security and conduct of
Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service July.
29. 1975
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Etacesptis- Act 523 Bat 700 Barrows &Gilts
steady-firm Sows fully steady
US 1-2 200-230 lbs  $57.50-58.00
few at 58.25
US 1-25)0.230 lbs $57.50-58 00 few at 58.25
US 2-4 340-280 Rig 186.50-57.25
US 3-45)0-280 lbs 856.00-56.50
Sows
US 1-2770-350 lbs $48.00-49.00
US 1-3 300450 the 54800-4900
US 1-3 450-650 Ws 548.50-49.50
few at 50 00
US 2-3 300-500 Its ....... $47 00-48 00
Boars $37 00-39.00
Commission To Begin Job Of
Studying -Electricity Rates
foreign affairs have led me to The electronic devices enable
urge in the strongest terms that the United States to keep con-
the House lift the embargo." stantly abreast of Russian
The Senate already has ap- progress in developing ad-
proved an end to the embargo. vanced weapons.
In the view of Pentagon offi- The United States observes
dais, the most important of much of what Russia does from
some two dozen U.S. in- satellites which pass -over the
al .Soye.ii!1_190
- statioriVtittif etimeilia, Infrared —
other sensitive electronic sen- sensors, and other instruments.
sors into the Soviet Union. But there are gaps between
the times when these satellies
are over Russian territory as
they travel in globe-circling or-
bits. That is why U.S. in-
telligence experts consider very
vital the round-the-clock, full-
time coverage provided by the
powerful ground 9tations within
range of the Soviet Union.
These stations intercept So-
viet communications traffic
which keeps the United States
informed about Russian mili-
tary movements, track Soviet
satellites and monitor test and
training launches of missiles
from bases in central Russia.
Mob Crowds Ticket Booths
For Concert
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — At
midnight Sunday, there were
500 people camped outside
Freedom Hall. At 8 a.m. Mon-
day, when tickets went on sale
for the Rolling Stones concert
Aug. 4, there were 5,000 people
surging against the 38 police-
men, clamoring to pay $8.50
each.
Less than 41/2 hours later,
there were a few hundred dis-
appointed people, and $225,850
in the ticket booth. Officials
said 18,300 tickets had been
sold. -
The crowd was unruly, but
not angry, special hired police
said. Movable barriers had
been swept aside soon after the
ticket booths opened up. One
young man suffered a cut wrist
when he was pushed into a tick-
et window, one lady fainted, an-
other was hospitalized with
Friday &Saturday
August 1st & 2nd
Great Bargains!
Lots of Fun
For the Whole Family
Join in On The Fun and Save Too! 
Come and Help Us Celebrate
The Annual Sidewalk Sale
f
breathing trouble. One young
man was arrested.
A big complaint was that
there was no limit on the num-
ber of tickets sold to one per-
son. Fairgrounds officials re-
ported many sales of blocks of
more than 103.
The plan for controlling the
crowd was mainly drawn up by
fairgrounds officials. Col. Rich-
ard M. Eply, head of the spe-
cial police unit, said he would
have done things differently if
he'd been in charge.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The state advisory commission
studying electricity rates and
how they are set has divided it-
self into three task groups to
start the job.
The Special Advisory Com-
mission on Electrical Utility
Rates and Regulation agreed
upon that approach Monday as
suggested by its chairman,
Clyde Reeves of Lexington.
One group will deal with
rates, another with regulating
rates and a third with utility
plant capacity, future power
needs and financing additional
facilities.
The commission will hold
hearing in Murray Aug. 4 and a
regular meeting along with an-
other hearing at Jenny Wiley
State Park Aug. 11. Anyone will
be able to express views briefly
on the electricity rate and regu-
lation problem at those hear-
ings, the commission said.
Gov. Julian Carroll appointed
the commission in June he
said, because of concern about
the spiraling cost of electricity.
The panel's members represent
various categories of producers
and users of electricity.
The three task groups set up
Monday and their general sub-
ject areas are:
—"Regulatory capability," to
study the functioning of the
Public Service Commission
Covington Officials Trying
To Avoid Busing This Fall
LOVINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Covington school officials are
redrawing school zones, in an
effort to avoid busing for deseg-
regation this fall.
Federal officials sal some
busing might be necessary, but
Supt. Gary A. Blade said Mon-
day that's been ruled out for
this year.
"That's not a possibility, cer-
tainly, for implementation in
August," Blade said, because
the city school system owns no
buses, and couldn't get them by
the time school opens Aug. 25.
Blade said the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare
( HEW) had extended a dead-
line far_ tbe city_ to come up
will a plan to desegregate two
downtown elementary schools
unil Aug. 8.
The plan being worked on
now changes school districts to
bring the percentage of blacks
at the school within federal
guidelines, but Blade said
that's only a temporary solu-
tion
TVA. . •
(Continued from Page 1)
John Stanley Hoffman,
director of the Department for
Natural Resources and En-
vironmental Protection, said
the state believes that neither
the. monitoring system nor the
planned construction of higher
smokestacks will be enough.
Hoffman said the state
"expects permanent control of
sulfur dioxide emissions at the
stack, and to use all resources
available to bring this about."
He apparently referred to a
"scrubber" system, which
would solidify dioxide gas in
particles in the stacks, con-
verting them to residue which
could be buried.
Dallas Police Unable To
Control Laughing Gas Use
DALLAS, Tex. ( API— Police
say their hands are tied in at-
tempts to control what has ap-
parently become the "the going
thing" among some local young
people, sniffing laughing gas.
Three teen-agers were found
dead in a car in North Dallas
over the weekend. A five-foot
cylir of laughing gas — nit-
rous oxide — was found on the
floor of the car. The valve was
open. A medical examiner said
the youngsters died from as-
phyxiation.
The deaths of Ken Ftibelin,
19, Mitchell Rude, 18, and Ter-
ry Lynne Long, 18, all of Dal-
las, are listed by the medical
examiner as "unclassified."
The designation is used when
officials are unable to deter-
STOCK MARKET
Prices of stocks of local interest at noon
today furnished to the ledger & Times by
I. M. Simon Co are as follows
Amer. Motors
Ashland Oil .
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mine whether death was caused
by accident or suicide.
Narcotics officers said Mon-
day that widespread use of nit-
rous oxide in place of glue
sniffing and other methods of
getting "high" is demonstrated
by an increasing number of
thefts of the gas from local hos-
pitals.
Earlier this year, a 26-year-
old orderly at Presbyterian
Hospital was found dead in an
operating room. Authorities
said he had gone there to in-
hale nitrous oxide.
Nitrous oxide is described in
medical texts as a general
anesthetic which affects the en-
tire body. It is used con-
ventionally by dentists and doc-
tors with a specific mixture of
oxygen.
Officials at the medical ex-
aminer's office here said the
gas creates "a blissful sensa-
tion separating the mind from
the body."
"We are hearing quite a bit
about nitrous oxide now," one
Dallas detective said Monday.
"But there is nothing we can do
about it because it is not a con-
trolled substance."
Nitrous oxide is not included
in the Texas Controlled Sub-
stances Act, which regulates
the possbaaion of drugs such as
marijuana, heroin and mor-
phine.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 357.2,
up 0.1.
Below dam 301.6, down 0.3.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 357.1,
up 0.3.
Below darn 303.5, down 0.8.
Sunset 8:07. Sunrise 5:59.
Moon rises 11:45 p. m, sets
Tuesday 12:04 p. m.
He said he is not optimistic
that the district can get the
year's delay sought by the Cov-
ington Board of Education to
come up with a permanent so-
lution for the area.
Local housing patterns show
about three schools per year
are becoming predominantly
black, Blade said. And he
blamed racially imbalanced,
federally funded housing proj-
ects for much of the problem.
The director of the Housing
Authority of Covington, Voris
Howard, acknowleged that
some projects are racially im-
balanced, but said his office is
working to correct the problem.
(PSC), which now acts on all
requests for utility rate in-
creases. The chairwoman of the
PSC task group is Barbara S.
Graves, Lexington.
The group will consider what
body should represent con-
sumers in rate cases.
Two state officials told the
advisory commission earlier
this month that consumer ad-
vocacy should be moved from
the attorney general's office to
the PSC or the next level of
government over the PSC.
—"Rates," including the im-
pact of the present rate-making
process on different classes of
consumers and on the in-
dustry's financing problems. Its
chairman is E. W. Kessler,
Louisville.
New approaches to rate-mak-
ing are to be considered, in-
cluding seasonal and peck pric-
ing, discount pricing and the
"lifeline concept":
Helping poorer people get
electrical power they need. 
Also to be studied is the fuel
adjustment clause, by which
utilities almost automatically
pass on to their customers
higher prices they pay for coal.
—"Utility plant and facilities
capacity and future needs and
financing," to take stock of
existing facilities and analyze
the need for modernization and
expansion to meet future needs.
It also will look at the reliabil-
ity and economy of systems,
pooling, construction schedules
and financing requirements.
The group's chairman is Joe




James Beal has been named
as the new manager of the
Roses Department Store in
Murray, according to a com-
pany spokesman.
Beal, a native of Oxford, N.
C., has been with the Roses
JAMES SEAL
chain for nine years, most
recently as manager of the
Chapel Hill, N. C. branch.
Beal is a graduate of Oxford
High School and Kings Business
College in Raleigh, N.C. He and
his wife Nancy have two
children, Tony, age seven, wick
Shannon, age five.
Beal said he plans to continue
the same store policies and try
to generate more traffic
through the local store. He.
succeeds M.R. O'Connell, who
is now manager of the Corbin,
Ky., Roses store.
























Free $25 Series E Savings
Bond with this Frigidaire 18-lb
capacity Heavy Duty Washer.
FPCI-170T-7






FREE from Frigidaire A $25 U. S
Savings Bond
* FREE from Ward-Elkins A $60
Automatic Ice Maker with
purchase of either of the
above models
This is a limited
time offer, so don't
wait' Take advant-





prices, too' We ve
slashed them to
the bone to make
it even easier for
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